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Trinity Enters National Spotlight During First Lady s Visit

"It Takes A Village"

BY A N N O'CONNELL

News Writer

Campus Safety has released
the crime statistics for the Fall
Semester, showing a 19 percent
decrease in overall crime on
campus. According to Campus
Safety's report, crime has been
steadily decreasing since it
peaked in 1994 with 205 crimes
on campus. Nonetheless, there
were still 116 instances on campus last semester. These include
one rape in an unspecified dormitory, and four cases of robbery: one in front of Northam
Towers, one in the driveway of
Doonesbury, and two on the
Lower Long Walk. Despite the
overall decrease, these four instances represent an increase in
violent crime from zero instances last spring.
Another recent, and less serious trend in cri me, according to
C ftpugt Sfety
fe
JXpwJfeiW
Kelly, is the theft of clothing —
for example, coats missing from
the cloak room after a party, or
just the items of clothing disappearing after being left unattended.
There is no clear trend as to
where crimes are more likely to
occur. However, Kelly did point
out that while many of the
cases of theft within the buildings were probably students,
those having to do with the cars
parked on the campus were
likely to have been committed
by perpetrators from outside
the school.
The methodology of defining
campus is largely unknown to
the Trinity community. Kelly
states that Campus Safety and
the Hartford Police work closely,
so that if a crime at Trinity is
reported in to the Hartford Police instead of Campus Safety,
see CAMPUS on page six

First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton greets students in Mather Kali during her visit to Trinity last week.
Over 500 students crowded into the dining hall to watch a simulcast of a panel discussion on child care.

Media, Politicians First Lady Heads Up
Descend On Trinity Child Care Discussion
BY D A N BERMAN

News Editor

Last Wednesday, January 28,
Trinity College entered the national spotlight as First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton visited campus to promote President Clinton's $22 billion child
care initiative. The First Lady's
visit.came duringa time when
allegations were being aired
that President Clinton had an
affair with former White House
intern Monica Lewinski and
asked her not to cooperate with
Whitewater
Independent
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Counsel Kenneth Starr. This
fact added to the media frenzy
surrounding the First Lady's
visit, as well as adding to the fascination of the public: There
was, however, no mention of the
controversy from anyone but
the media covering the event, as
Secret Service and Hartford Police kept the prying eyes of TV
cameras and reporters far away
from the First Lady.
In the days proceeding Mrs.
Clinton's visit, the campus was
filled with excitement as Secret
Service and White House personnel were spotted around
Mather Hall and a horde of satellite trucks and media personnel descended upon campus
see STUDENTS on page nine
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BY KATIE KURZ

Sports Editor

The focal point of First Lady
Hillary Rodham Clinton's visit,
to Trinity College on Wednesday was a panel discussion of
child care by'several experts in
the field. The event commenced
in the Washington Room of
Mather Hall at approximately
1:15 PM. This highly publicized
appearance by Mrs. Clinton was
held to promote the President's
proposal to increase spending
on child care.
The stage was set up for a
panel discussion with the First
Lady on the topic of child care.
In addition to Mrs. Clinton,

there were seven other panelists
and a moderator. The children
who attend Trinity's Child Care
Center had artfully decorated
the panel and the walls of the
Washington Room with colorful handprint paintings and
drawings of the First Lady.
Trinity College President
Evan Dobelle opened the program, briefly discussing the
Hartford Revitalization Project
which has been going on for two.
years. He emphasized Trinity's
liberal arts education going beyond the campus and how
Hartford Public Television, the
Children's Hospital, the Institute.of Living and Hartford
Hospital have all joined forces in
. see DISCUSS on page eight

Increase in Faculty Sabbaticals
Prompts Professor Shortage
BY TIMOTHY SLOTOVER

Senior Editor

Trinity Pipes and Drums debut
Arts
,

Sports

Fill rriC.TO

Trinity's use of adjunct professors to fill roles which would
otherwise be taught by fulltime professors has recently
been the subject of scrutiny. It
is perceived that the use of these/
professors to fill j n the gaps
when full-time faculty take
leaves of absence results in gaps
in the curriculum and disadvantages for students.

The Faculty Manual defines
the rules for leave taking and
says that after the seventh year
of employment, "In order to provide each Faculty member with
the opportunity for intellectual
self-renewal, Trinity College
grants sabbatical leaves in the
expectation that they will be
used for research and other professional and scholarly activi• ties. A sabbatical consists of a
half-year leave of absence at full
salary or a full year at half salary."
''.'.::' I '

A dramatic increase in the
number of adjunct professors
•can be partly attributed to the
need for regular full-time faculty members to devote an increasing amount of their
resources to their extracurricular endeavors. Political Science
Professor Clyde McKee explained that "Trinity has been
putting increased emphasis on
publication. Publishing requires blocks of time for thinking and many people are
see ADJUNCT on page seven
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LETTERS To THE EDITOR
Tripod Fails Journalism 101

Clinton Embraces Trinity's Community
O n a day to day basis, the Today Show, Good Morning America, and Trinity College can't claim to have too m u c h in common. After all, the wee hours of
the morning do not equally excite everybody! However, last week, all three were
fortunate enough to play host to Hillary Clinton o n two particularly newsworthy days, the day preceding a n d following the President's State of the Union Address. While Mrs. Clinton's back to back appearances on the morning news shows
as well as the sizzling scandals she discussed have already been replaced by the
latest "hot" topic, her visit to Trinity will undoubtedly have lasting effects for the
entire community.
While on campus, Mrs. Clinton's attention was focused primarily on the
tiny, yet exemplary nonprofit child care center located in the basement of t h e
Life Sciences building. Holding the facility u p as a model for the entire nation to
view, Mrs. Clinton praised the center for its outstanding commitment to provide
a n encouraging a n d nurturing atmosphere for youngsters. Though the panel discussion which Mrs. Clinton sat in on was limited to the issue of childcare, it is
critical to note, as, the First Lady did, that Trinity College, as a whole, fosters "cooperation and partnership with the community." '
_ ••
Becauste,here; at Trinity "students are so deeply absorbed in their own academic, athletic, a n d -social pursuits, it is extremely easy to overlook some of the
larger goals w h i c h Trinity represents. Perhaps, the most salient, not to mention
-unique, pursuit,of t h e college is its missiori to-redefine t h e meaning of commu-.
rdty; to include those' on both sides of the:'wr.o]ught iron gates, r •• : '
AsMrs-Clinto'nfe visit tocamp'tisatid thecra'ldcare'center, in particular,
. indicates, .Trinity has breached m a n y of the boundaries w h i c h once existed between the public and private spheres. In fact, the college has been so successful
in this pursuit -thatthe words Trinity a n d Hartford -have become -virtually synonymous.
..'•••••
••.::<••.•••..; .•;•„• .~ •(."'•
As the Trinity c o m m u n i t y recpyersirom t h e wake of positive publicity
which Mrs. Clinton left, the College can feel corifident that its efforts, have not
gone unnoticed.' In fact, Trinity's commitment to its surroundings is so strong
and multifaceted that Trinity has become nothing less than a n example for oth;
ers to emulate.
v 1 '*

To the Editor:

.

establishment. Mr. Faenza told
me that no one from the Tripod
As a member of the staff of contacted him regarding the
Trinity College, and regular facts of this incident.
reader of the Trinity Tripod, I
Secondly, I refer to an article
have become accustomed to in the "Around Trinity" section
occasional inaccuracies and of the January 27 issue enmisstatements of fact concern- titled, "Step Aside Gentlemen
ing the reporting of events on and Let the Big Boys Take Over."
and around campus. With the This article reports that someJanuary 27 issue however, it one stole a wallet from a patron
seems that some basic rules of of the Cave, and was arrested
journalism have been either ig- by the United States Secret Sernored or forgotten.
vice on the long walk.
The only problem 1 have
Contained in the "On the
Beat" section, was an article en- with this story is that the incititled 'Super Brawl XXXII,' dent never occurred. At no
which reports a bar room time while the Secret Service
brawl at the Tap Cafe on Sun- were at Trinity, did they arrest
day, Jan. 24,1998. The Tripod anyone for any reason, anyreports that the brawl resulted where on campus! What the
in a patron having a beer bottle Tripod reported as fact, was acsmashed over his head. Mgr. tually a rumor that I heard
John Faensa of the Tap told me around campus before 1.found
that although there was a'mi- it reported as fact by the Tripod.
nor altercation on Sunday With both of these stories,
night, no one was struck with some fact checking could have
a beer bottle, and to label it a avoided the further distribubar room brawl was a gross ex- . tion of, misinformation, there
is always rumor and half truth
aggeration.
:
. . Mr. Faenza works hard to flying around small institucreate an atrnosphere'in his es-" tion's such as Trinity College.
tablishment that the entire The students deserve a reliable
Trinity-community, as well as source to turn to, whetf they
the Surrounding neighbor- need to get the facts straight.
hood, can feel safe in patronizing. This misrepresentation of Sincerely,
the facts does real damage to
his business by creating a false
Brian Killian, . •
sense of-the atmosphere in his
Campus Safety Officer

Washington Week In Review

Lisa E. Harrison '99
.

Over the-last two weeks, the political scene'in Washington
seems to have been scripted by Aaron Spelling In case you haven't
been paying attention, no one is pregnant, Yet. Here's the cast (in
alphabetical order, of course):
The nation is strong. The
Opinion section is now acBill Clinton
cepting applications for internships.

SaraEMerin'OO
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that her name and the word
"sexual" have anything in
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;
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Hillary Clinton

Yahoo for kids. Yahoo for
Trinity. Yahoo for skipping
class.

BUDGET DIRECTOR
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Thejoseph McCarthy of the
Nineties. We'll see you in
hell.

Linda Tripp

POLICY CONCERNING
I LETTERS To THE EDITOR
Letters toTheTrinity Tripod must bereceived by 5:00p.m.
on the Friday before publication. Letters should be addressed
to the Editor, not a particular individual. No unsigned or
anonymous letters will be published. However, names will
be withheld at the author's request. The Tripod will not publish any letters deemed by the editors to be an attack on an
individual's character or personality. Otherwise, all opinions
expressed will be given a forum.
All letters are the sole responsibility of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect the views or opinions of The Tripod.
Theeditors of The Tripod reserve the right to edit all. letters
for clarity or brevity.
'
• ''
Letters may be submitted via:
•CAMPUS MAIL:

Box 702582

•E-MAIL:
tripod@mail.trincoll.edu
• CAMPUS NETWORK General Resources/Docex/Tripod
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QEMTLER MF
BY ANDREW PETERSON

Opinion Editor

People who wear glasses are
ugly nerds. I'm sorry I had to
say it like that, but there's really
no sense in beating around the
bush. All of you people out
there with your freaking
glasses; you are all a bunch of
ugly nerds.
Last month around this time
1 promised myself that I would
be more sensitive to people and
a little more politically correct
in my views. Obviously, this
doesn't apply as far as you ugly
glasses-wearing nerds are concerned. It's just far too difficult
to go around spouting off my
militant left-wing ideals without offending anyone. So instead of being a complete
failure, I've decided to single out
one group of hapless and unsuspecting victims every week and
harass them until they cry.
Now don't get me wrong. I'm

not trying to say that as a society we are all just overly-sensitive to the point of Iudicracy.
That's not my point at all. Four
years ago, I was a white AngloSaxon protestant upper-middle
class male, ages 18-49. Now, I'm
a pygmentally challenged,
messiahly
enhanced,
generationally undefined,
childbearing depraved, Eurasian aborigine. People are calling me day and night, trying to
care for my Needs. How do you
think I got into this mecca of
diversity in higher education?
Now how all you ugly glasseswearing nerds got in here, on
the other hand, is beyond me. If
it were up to me, you'd all be
forced to wear contact lenses.
Or go blind.
Now you, the faithful reader,
might think I'm being a little
too hard on those nerds, but this
is all really quite warranted. Seriously.
If I didn't offend someone,
where would we be? Take for

1997. Lewinsky met privately
with the President at the White
Opinion Writer
House in December after receiving a subpoena in the Paula
1 believe issues like the crisis Jones lawsuit.
with Iraq in the Middle East
Now let's look at the allegashould be the top headlines in tions. Lewinsky said she had
the news these days, but they're oral sex with the President in
not. But one must ask them- the White House and "teleselves just one question regard- phone sex" la teat nightaccording Clinton and the barrage of ing to the Tripp-Lewinsky tapes
sexual misconduct and perjury reviewed by Newsweek. These
accusations th^L^ce^fctoj'
imply t^LClinton
billing i r l ^ v s p a ^ l a E ' ^ P the
country: Is at least,bne ofi/ffiese
ie unjapi oath. Nowjffllpse are
stories told by any ofthese only some of the facts apd allewomen true?
gations. 'They do seem to indiIn my limited time on this cate tfiiat some relationship
planet 1 have learned a lot about existed between President
many of the administrations of Clinton and Monica Lewinsky
the twentieth century. I must which in my mind is grounds
say that 1 haven't heard of such enough to justify the inquisicontroversy since the Nixon ad- tion. Clinton could very well
ministration when thoughts of prove guilty of perjury and be
impeachment were eminent I found to be the source of the
am not saying that controversy dramatic inconsistencies in this
alone is grounds to spark the convoluted story.
thought of impeachment.
Now I can't prove or deny that
There must be some validity in these points are true, let alone
the story given by Monica enough to impeach President
Lewinsky for all of this to stick Clinton, but before that comes
around for this long.
we must find oui if the allegaLet's look at the facts. After tions are true and if they are, we
starting at the White House in must try him on the grounds of
June 1995 as an unpaid intern, perjury, the real issue at stake in
Lewinsky moved to a paid this debacle.
White House position handling
If President Clinton is guilty,
mail, then went to the Pentagon I would hope he would have the
in April 1996. She left her job courage to end this mess before
with the Pentagon in December it gets completely out of hand.
BY ETHAN KRAVITZ

example, if you will, the last
time I opened my mouth. Last
week I told a girl I worked with
she had nice shoes and the next
thing I know I'm here writing
for the Tripod. Everything's harassment these days. People will
be offended no matter what I
say. Especially all those ugly
glasses-wearing nerds out there.
Which is good. Now, thanks to
increased social concern for
ego-preservation and new programs like Benefits For The Unworthy, these same people are
my bosses.
I remember in the old days
people who had contracted terminal diseases such as Stupidity went to second-rate colleges
and ended up getting secondrate jobs for little or no money.
Can you imagine the implications? One thing would lead to
another, division of labor would
rear its ugly head, and before
you know it, we're all ugly
glasses-wearing communist
nerds. Which is bad.

an

"...Am THIS is VERNOM CENTER, co/MONLy KNOWN AS r u t "PARTY" B^RN'."

BY MICHAEL BRADLEY
& PAUL SKOWRONEK

Opinion Writers

ill

ir.ttos
eornsr
Is the
inquiry
into the
alleged
Clinton
scandal
legitimate?

The investigation into President Clinton's alleged affair
with Monica Lewinsky is unquestionably one of the most
highly publicized White House
scandals since Watergate However, it is a scandal based largely
on herjgpand media" seng|jEianalisnjjjpfat goes far bejgjra the
medjfp'lofty ideal of Militating §JKfpublic's "right jtqfeiow"
and "d^eg into the trenches of

g^ ^ 4

While the media has focused"
their coverage on invasivly investigating whether or not this
incident actually occurred in
the first place, the only legitimate question that remains unanswered is whether or not a
sitting president used his position in the nation's highest office to obstruct justice.
• First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton was possibly the first to
suggest that the Monica
Lewinsky investigation and resulting media feeding-frenzy
was a conspiracy of partisan
politics and deliberate effort on the part of the Republican party
to undermine the presidency.
While this may seem a bit of an
exaggeration, recent news report are enough to make any

rational person suspicious of
the Republican party's interest
in this investigation.
On the morning of February
1, the Associated Press reported
that news photographers waiting for Monica Lewinsky to
emerge from her Watergate
apartment were treated to donuts cou r tesy of former sena tor
Bob Dole, who is a next door
neighbor to Lewinsky and her
.er.
pzen pastries
eadh Monday morning: from
Dunkin' Donuts as partial payment'for a commercial he did
for the chain
Not only is this an embarrassment to the Republican
party, but it is an inexcusable
conflict of interests on the part
of the media, who have no business accepting gifts, however
small, from a former Republican presidential candidate.
Ultimately one must ask: "do
I really care about this scandal'?
While this may seem an insensitive question in light of the
recent allegations against the
president, the American people
have responded to the question
with a resounding "no". As of
Monday morning, a CNN/USA
Today/ Gallup Poll reported
that President Clinton's approval rating was 69% — the
highest reported figure of his
presidency thus far.

Along The Long Walk
WHAT DID YOU THINK OFHILLARY CLINTON'S VISIT TO TRINITY?
CHRISTIE PHILLIPS '01
& BAILEY KINDLON '01

"We felt that the
'Mather Overflow' was
poorly organized. We
felt like we were in a
can of sardines."

PETER MAIELLA '01

"It was good for the
school. It gave the
school good publicity."

PROF. MICHAEL
LESTZ

"Very good. Very
important panel
on child care. I
thought she did
an excellent job."
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Campus Safety Rules
BY ANDREW WEISS

Opinion Writer

Imagine, just for a moment, that you
are cruising in your car (or some one
else's car, it does not matter) through the
campus of nearby University of Hartford. At this point, you might be noticing something that you don't see
everyday at Trinity. It could be that the
University of Hartford is a large, suburban university with many more students and schools than Trinity. On this
day, however, this not what sets U of H
apart from Trinity. Today, it's the red and
blue lights that are flashing in your rearview mirror. The funny thing is that it is
not the Hartford Police that are closing
in behind you. Instead, it's University of
Hartford's Campus Safety.

must intervene. Trinity is not like the
University of Connecticut where, last
year, obsessive partying degenerated into
veritable rioting. I applaud Trinity's
Campus Safety officers for maintaining
a great level of order on campus without
turning into Orwell's Thought Police.
But, all is not well in paradise. Recently,
there have been a number of signs indicating that this great situation might
take a turn for the worse.
Recently some members of Campus
Safety have expressed their displeasure
aboutseveral articles in the Tripod which
they felt whined about the lack of parking and the punctionality of the shuttle
service. Although these complaints have
been few and far between, I can see how
they could ignite an externally precarious situation. Before we know it, these
pressures have the potential to lead to a

/ applaud Trinity's Campus Safety officers for
maintaining a great level of order on campus without
turning into Orwell's Thought Police.
On most college campuses a certain problematic relationship between Camlevel of tension exists between students pus Safety and students.
and campus safety officers. This same
Right now it's time for studen ts at Trintype of tension surfaced earlier this year ity to realize just how lucky we are to
when growing alcohol concerns led have the type of Campus Safety that we
Harvard to declare that alcohol was the do. Now is not the time to upset the great
root of all problems on campus. Here at relationship we have with Campus
Trinity we are very lucky that, for the Safety over such meaningless issues like
most part, tensions between campus parking and the shuttle service. Granted
safety and the student body don't really these situations are not perfect; parking
exist.
is scarce and the shuttle service has left
I find it very surprising that a harmo- something to be desired, but these are not
nious relationship between students and the issues to raise a big ruckus over. InCampus Safety exists in light of the par- stead, we should thank our lucky stars
tying and drinking atmosphere- that that Campus Safety is willing to pick us
Trinity has forged. The key is not one at the train station, help guard against
series of actions on the. part of one of. • troublemakers from outside, and won't
these groups, but rather it is a combina- harass students for no apparent reason.
tion of the attitudes and actions of both I'm sure that the problems with parking
Campus Safety and students. On one and shuttle service can be addressed in
hand, Campus Safety seems to be rather a non-confrontational and pragmatic
lenient on students, only intervening manner. We are truly fourtunate to have
during dire situations. The students, on the relationship we do with Campus
the other hand, don't seem to create very Safety, and I would like to say thank you
many situations where Campus Safety for doing a truly outstanding job.

Integration Complication
BY LISA WELKER

Opinion Writer

I was originally going to write about
the effects and consequences of BET
(Black Entertainment Television) However, once talking to a few AfricanAmerican and hispanic students I
realized that my perception of it was a
bit off. Being white I cannot understand
what it feels like to be a minority and
underrepresented in aspects of our society. But what I can do is broaden my
understanding of that feeling by doing
exactly what I did. 1 crossed that seemingly invisible barrier that exists at Trinity College. I actually talked to students
racially different from myself.
OK, so the freshman class is a little
more diverse than past classes, but that
does not mean the students will all of a
sudden integrate. Something else has to
happen. Why does Trinity College want
a "diverse campus?" So it can boast about
statistics proving to critics that Trinity
is in fact heterogenous. So what! It
doesn't mean a thing if the students
aren't interacting and benefiting from
one another. You cannot force students
to interact with each other. ,
Personally, I am open,to anything. In
fact I crave differenee-.because t.think it
makes me a better person. I don't mean
that I go" up to a black person and befriend them because of their skin color, I
just mean that I don't alienate myself
from someone based on physical
apperance. I don't have a problem discussing race relations or racial problems
with others not of my race. I am not

scared of the outcome of that discussion.
In fact, freshman year I went to a Trinity sponsored discussion on race relations at Trinity College and only 12
people showed up. 12 students of a student population of 1750, And I was one
of two white students there. What does
that say? There are no problems here? No,
it means that white students simply
don't want to address the idea that racism exists here.
Students fear talking about their feelings about race and racism because they
don't want to be labeled as racists. We
fear what we don't know. The only way
to overcome those barriers is to get it all
out in the open. When you can begin to
understand others' experiences, you can
better understand your own. What good
is life when one goes through it with just
one perspective?
So again, we are still left with the problem of integration. How can we get different faces together here? I don't know.
The fact that you've already read this far
means you're interested in this and realize there is a problem. The people who
don't read this article are the ones who
truly should.
We need to encourage others to
branch out away from their comfortable
', homogenous friendships. Try to be open
: to different kinds of people, not just racially different people either. This week
try to do at least one thing that involves
immersing yourself in another culture
..whether it be a performance at Austin
Arts or just reading literature or even
getting to know someone new. It is Black
History month: there are plenty of opportunities to take advantage of.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Vernon Street Fears Unwarranted
To the Editor
Please accept this letter as a response to the
opinion piece "Will Trinity's plan to open Vernon Street create more problems than it will
solve?" In the January 27,1998 edition of The
Trinity Tripod. We were concerned about
some of the allegations made in attempting
to validate the opinions expressed.
Prior to closing off Vernon Street in the mid
nineties, the street was open to traffic and the
surrounding community for decades. In fact,
when the College requested that the city of
Hartford grant permission to close off Vernon
Street, some within the Trinity Community
supported leaving the street open.
Through the efforts of President Dobelle,
Trinity College has been reconnected with the
heart and soul of Hartford...the people who
reside here. The forthcoming Learning Corridor will strengthen and add to our relationship with the community. Therefore, the
reopening of Vernon Street is not meant to
provide "a symbolic gesture of friendship"
with our campus community. The intersection of Vernon and Broad Streets WILL BE the
ceremonial entryway to Trinity College once
Vernon Street is reopened.
The safety concerns that currently exist are
the same concerns that will always be present
at a college located within a city. The reopening of Vernon Street is not a major element in
this equation. There are numerous other
means to gain access to the campus. From our
personal experiences (many faculty and administrators have lived and do live on Vernon
Street - including us) there is no reasonable

basis to believe that safety concerns should
increase once Vernon Street is reopened.
Furthermore, we do not believe that a gate
on Vernon Street "is needed to discourage a
certain number of people from entering the
Trinity campus to make trouble." Is the author assuming that the only trouble Trinity
may experience is from "a certain number of
people" who reside in Frog Hollow?
It is both insulting and irresponsible to assert that the surrounding community members are thieves just waiting for the Vernon
street gate to be reopened. There is absolutely
no reason for us to be suspicious of the motives of people based solely upon where they
live. We believe that the author may be surprised to learn the fact that the vast majority
of campus disturbances are committed by undergradua te members of the Trinity Community.
The Master Plan calls for a complete overhaul of Vernon Street which will reduce traffic concerns. Specifically, during the summer
months the street will be landscaped, speed
bumps will be installed, parking spaces will
be designated and pedestrian crosswalks will
be added. These measures will enhance the
campus and protect those who enter. In the
meantime, let's embrace our neighborhood.
Sincerely,
David Winer
Dean of Students
Kimberly E. Jones'91
Asst. Dean of Student Services
for Multicultural Affairs

Ignoring World Issues Won't Make Them Go Away
To the Editor
Is The Trinity Tripod newsworthy? This is
a question addressed by many in the Trinity
community. I feel most people would say no.
In fact, I would contend that the majority of
the people who read it do so not to stay informed, but because some people find its constant jokes on alcohol abuse and sex amusing,
or because they want to find out what happened to who at the Party Barn on Friday.
I was spurned to writing this letter after
reading last week's issue. What was the biggest news issue in the WORLD last week? If
you guessed the presidential scandal you are
correct. For the first time since Nixon the
words impeachment were seriously thrown
around. What did the Tripod have to say about
this huge national issue? A small blurb on
page 7. Instead of focusing on issues, the Tripod had article titles ranging from "Trinity
College: a Bevy of Whores" to the insanely obvious "Computer use impacts academics."
Articles such as these depict Trinity students as idiots. It implies that not only do we
not have any knowledge of events occurring
outside of campus, but the issues that we do
write about campus are either written only
for comedic purposes or are college related issues that no one even cares about. There are
many dangers in this. For one, prospectives
visiting the school read the newspaper and see
a college community that only cares about
partying and substance abuse. Although
these activities are fun, we send the wrong
message to outsiders. The message is that we
are a completely self absorbed school attended

only by alcoholics and binge drinkers. Another problem is that Trinity archivists in the
future will also have that opinion of us. A student body completely oblivious to the time
and place in which we live and only concerned with our own affairs. Although this
may be true for some of us, I hope its not the
majority.
Furthermore, the Tripod often depicts Trinity students as people who don't like their
school. Last week the features section devoted
a page and a quarter to constructing a fictional Trinity application. It depicted our students as extremely rich kids who got in here
because of who their dad is rather than their
own merits. I thought this was funny, but
these jokes are in every issue of the Tripod.
Most of them depict Trinity as a backup
school for prep school kids: also bad for
prospectives and posterity.
The thing that bothered me the most is the
lack of opinion of the outside world in the
opinions section. Every commentary was
about a school related issue, not even particularly volatile campus issues.
You see, people at Trinity do have opinions,
but you would never know it by reading the
school paper. This is partially our fault. There
is nothing preventing us as students from contributing to the Tripod as I myself am doing
right now. Anyone that has something to say
should say it. Let your voice be heard. Maybe
then I will not be ashamed of my school's
newspaper.
Sincerely,
Mark Hughes

Bookstore Pleads Innocence
To the Editor:
In response to a letter to the editor concerning the cost of books and the buy-back program, I would like to offer the following
insights. First, the cost of books is spiraling
upward yearly. When textbook prices go up,
it is the publishers who are raising the prices.
The price breakdown of a new forty dollar
textbook that follows is an average based on
information from the Association of American Publishers and the National Association
of College Stores.
Publisher
Author
Freight Company
Revenue for Student Activites
Bookstore (salaries, supplies, etc.)
Total

$26.40
$4.00
$1.20
$2.40
$6.00
$40.00

66%
10%
3%
8%
13%,
100%

To combat new book prices, we purchase
as many used copies as we can obtain and sell
them for 75% of the original price (a new forty
dollar book can be bought used for thirty dollars). This is done through nation wholesalers and buy back.
Second, the process of buy back is to buy
any book as long as it is still in print Here at
Trinity, only 10-15% of the books used in a Fall

semester are also used in a Spring semester.
This greatly lowers the amount of books for
which we can offer half-price. The balance
of the books is purchased for a national textbook distribution company and the price paid
is set by national demand for those books.
Even on a year to year basis, 30-40% of the
books used in the fall were used again the following fall.
'•-•......
Your faculty provides the book orders and
the bookstore, in turn, orders what is requested. In all cases, the store orders paperback versions, where available, and as many
used copies as possible to lower the total cost
to the student. If a book comes out in a new
edition (this happens every two to three
years), the faculty will always require the updated version be ordered. When necessary, we
will even recommend to faculty that certain
books may be too expensive, or that the number of books required for a class is beyond the
norm of the total cost for a course.
If anyone needs further information, please
stop by and see me,
Sincerely,
Larry B: Gal
General Manager
Trinity College Bookstore

"THE ROCK IS ON A ROLL"
Prudential Securities Wins Back Investment Banking Business
"It's not just a case of the firm riding the market. By focusing bn medium-size
companies in select industries, Prudential hbsbbb
'om initial public offeritigs^ to

Gra/n^s /S/ew forfc8us/ness; October 27^
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In no other investment bank this size can an incoming professional

W

make his or her mark as quickly as here at Prudential Securities.

• We're a hank, on the move and we have in place a strategy that offers
you unique career opportunities.
We 'ye directed pur focuson key industry sectors: Consumer Products, Energy, Financial
Services, Health Care, Real Estate, Technology, and Telecommunications/Media. And we've
aligned our research to match. This focus allows us to consistently deliver to our clients greater
EnowTeage, Detter ideas, and more industry and product expertise, which translates into the best
possible execution in the market. And the results have been dramatic.
There are no limits to the kinds of deals we can do, or the size of the
companies we work with.
We help our clients raise capital through public and private equity financing, public and
private debt finance and high-yield and asset-backed securities. We also act as financial advisors
in mergers and acquisitions.
We win against the so-called giants of the industry —"bulge-bracket" firms — because
of our industry specialization. And we beat industry specialty firms because of our broad product
array and our capability to sell and distribute securities to institutions and individuals throughout
the world.
This win-win strategy puts you right in the middle of some of the most exciting action on
Wall Street, and gives you the chance to grow as rapidly as we are.
We want you to help us build a hank, not merely maintain a franchise.
You'll work on small deal teams where you'll interact^ith senior investment backers.
You'll often..cfeal directly with the top management of our client companies. And you'll be given
tremendous responsibility early on.
So if.you're the kind of person who can perform like a banker, think like an entrepreneur
and want to find out how good you really are, Prudential Securities is the place for you.
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Crime Report Shows Defining
"Campus" Not An Easy Task
continued from page one
the HPD provides a report to
Brian Kelly as well as mug shots
or any necessary information.
However, in the final report of
statistics, only those crimes occurring on the "Trinity College
campus" are released and published.
The 'question of where campus begins and ends presen ts an
interesting question. The case
of car thefts represents an obvious instance. Certainly those
vehicles parked in College parking lots are protected and considered to be within the bounds
of campus. However, on Sum-mit Street, the area with the
most car-related crime, Kelly
commented that the cars parallel parked along either side of
the street are not technically on
college property. Therefore,
Campus Safety is not responsible for them. Yet, the cars
parked diagonally along the
street are considered to be in
campus parking lots. The same
inconsistency is present for
Allen Place and Crescent Street.
Thus, when a crime is committed against a student's car on
any of these "off-campus"
streets, a report is taken and a
follow-up investigation takes
place, but that the matter is primarily in the hands of the Hartford Police and the incident is
not included in the Crime Report. If a crime is committed
within one of the buildings
along these streets that is affili- ,
ated or owned by trie college,
then the incident is considered
an "on campus" crime. On the
other hand, private houses are
not included. Surprisingly,
crimes committed against cars
parked on Vernon Street, which
is under a 99 year lease to Trinity, are not reported in the annual report either. Incidently,

many of these areas are consid- stating, "How can we count cars
ered to be "authorized" student that are not on campus? Where
do we draw the line?"
parking.
On the other hand, President
In addition, other crimes
committed either on or along- Dobelle believes that campus
side any of these streets are not does indeed extend all the way
included. This includes the re- across Summit Street and other
cent mugging of a Trinity stu- campus roads, stating that "I
dent on the sidewalk of Summit would state that an asterisk [on
Street while he was waiting for the statistics] is probably necessary." Furthermore, Dobelle
a pizza delivery.
If it is the case that neither an commented that this discrepincident of the robbery of a car ancy is largely the result of the
in an "authorized" student park- requirement of all colleges to
ing space nor a mugging 20 feet report any crime occurring on
from Mather Hall are not re- its campus. Therefore, all crime
corded in the crime statistics, taking place on the traditional
then how representative of the bounds of campus should be
actual crime rate on campus is examined as a gauge of the
this report? Kelly responded, progress in reducing crime.
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On The Beat
Student Mugged Early Thursday
Morning While Waiting For Pizza
Campus Safety issued a campus-wide security alert
following a mugging of a student outside Mather Hall
early Thursday, January 29.
According to Campus Safety, the student was
waiting for a pizza near Mather, when he was
approached by the culprit, whom he believed to be the
delivery person. The driver said he was the manager of
the store and that the student should get in the car. At
the same time, the Breto's pizza delivery man came and
the student paid for the pizza. At this point, the culprit
took the money from the delivery man and the delivery
man summarily fled the scene.
The culprit reportedly then told the student, "Ah,
you're wearing a gold ring, those people at Trinity who
wear a gold ring are really racist," at which point he
demanded the ring, as well as the student's wallet. The
suspect then fled north on Summit St., and the student
found a Hartford Police cruiser who was driving up the
Mather driveway. The suspect is described as a black
male, with a beard, and wearing a green jacket. His car is
a dark green or blue Toyota or Nissan.
This is the second time this year a student waiting
for a late night food delivery has been robbed. In
December, a student outside Northam Towers was
approached by 4 juveniles who demanded his money.
Director of Campus Safety Brian Kelly said, "We are very
much aware that people standing out in front waiting
for food, it's a given that they'll have money on them so
it's probably a good area for someone with intent to rob
an individual, it makes sense that they rob those people
waiting for food deliveries."

Beer Pong Bumper Cars
Friday morning at 1:15 AM, a student backing up his
car in the North parking lot struck several vehicles and
proceeded to flee the scene. Campus Safety found the
student shortly therafter. Director of Campus Safety
Brian Kelly believes alcohol to be the primary cause.
The student is making arrangements to pay restutiftpn,
to the owners of the damaged vehicles. Campus Safety
has contacted the Disciplinary Committee regarding the
incident.

From this citadel, Campus Safety officers
strike out against would-be lawbreakers.

SARAH EETTEKCOURT

NEWS FROM
OTHER SCHOOLS
Proposed Legislation Requires Colleges To Report
Hate Crimes
WASHINGTON — Colleges and universities will need to increase their oversight and
reporting of hate crimes, if a new bill in Congress passes approval. The legislation
proposed by Sen. Robert Torricelli (D-NJ.) would require colleges to collect and publish
more data on hate crimes, including those related to simple assault, harassment and
vandalism, The bill is expected to receive a detailed review in January. Current law under
the Campus'Security Act requires only that colleges report hate crimes that result in
serious felonies such as murder, rape or aggravated assault. "It was useful to provide the
reporting of hate crimes in these three [felony] categories, but it does not provide students
or parents with the overwhelming information of what actually constitutes hate crimes
in America," Torricelli said. The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith also identified at
least 90 anti-Semitic incidents on college campuses in 1996, he added. Another section of
the senator's bill would expand the definition of a hate crime to include acts against
women and the disabled.

Buckley Defends Dartmouth's Christian Past
HANOVER, N.H. — Conservative pundit William F. Buckley, Jr. told a crowd of more
than 500 in Rollins Chapel Jan. 26 that Dartmouth should not be afraid of the ideal on
which he says the College was founded- to Christianize its Christian students. Buckley,
echoing statements he made in a Nov. 18 New York Times Op-Ed piece, said fear of antiSemitism has caused the College to unnecessarily move away from its Christian roots. "If
you are motivated by a fear that by asserting those Christian ideals you are threatening
other religions, you are wrong," Buckley said In his speech, titled "Anti-Semitism, Jesus
and Dartmouth," Buckley told the audience that the "majority culture" in America —
which he described as "Christian, white and middle-class" — is being deprived of its rights.
The speech was sponsored by The Navigators Christian Fellowship, an evangelical nondenominational group, Voces Clamantium, a group that explores the relation between
faith and reason, and Dartmouth Hillel.
u wire, February 1,1998

Hartford Police Cracking Down
On Urination
Campus Safety spotted a student urinating outside
•St. Anthony's Hall early Friday morning at 2:00 AM and
asked him to go inside. Seven minutes later, he was
spotted by Hartford Police, who apprehended the
student and brought him to Campus Safety. The Dean
of Students has been notified of the incident.
"I think that (Hartford Police) is finally getting tired
of some of the late night antics going on down here, and
they have formally warned us that they're going to take
enforcement actions," warned Campus Safety Director
Brian Kelly.

If You Can't Beat 'Em... Beat 'Em
Friday morning at 3:15 AM, Campus Safety officers
caught two students removing a "No Parking, Tow Zone"
sign from the Vernon Hall driveway. At this point, the
two students fled. However, two other students present
proceeded to get into a fight regarding the sign. Campus
Safety officers broke the fight up and have contacted the
Dean of Students Office.

XI. Thou Shalt Not Insult
Campus Safety Officers
Friday morning at 3:00 AM, an intoxicated student
gave what Campus Safety Director Brian Kelly described
as a "verbal barrage" to a Campus Safety officer on
Vernon Street. The student shouted insults and claimed
that he "hated the Campus Safety Department," and fled
into High Rise Dormitory.
Campus Safety believe they know who the offender
is and he will be reffered to Dean of Students Office.
Asked what type of punishment the student can recieve,
Kelly said, "[Campus Safety Officers] are considered
officers of the college... There are regulations against
disrespectful behavior in the handbook."

('ompilrd by Dan Bornum
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Discipline
Increases
300% Over
Last Year
BY W. FISHWICK
MCLEAN

News Writer

According to statistics released by the Dean of Students
Office, there has been a dramatic jump in number of disciplinary offenses since a year ago
at this time. Last fall, 83 individuals were cited by December; this number has now risen
to 224. More than half of the incidents involve members of the
freshman class, showing that
R. A.'s are no longer overlooking
infractions. •
"The typical violation that we
are now seeing is one where the
dorm's Residential Assistant
goes into the student's room ..
.and breaks up a small but high
energy gathering that could
easily turn into a loud and destructive party," says Associate
Dean of Students Kirk W Peters.
Dean Peters believes that this
increase in "residential awareness" has been caused by the
new Junior Fellows; graduate
students who perhaps know the
rules better then their R.A.
charges, or are just more willing
to enforce them. R.A.'s who do
not report any discipline infractions are often confronted by
the Junior Fellows, and questioned as to why they have not
seen any alcohol or rule violations. Residential Assistants
some do feel this outside pressure to "bust."
Because of the new policy,
Trinity appears to be in the beginning stages of an identity
crisis. "I think this school has
gone through a social decline,"
states Rik Sheldon '00. "There
is not as much to do during the
week or even ..the weekends -1
come into contact with less
people than I did last year."
Many students echo his concerns; one Senior lamented that,
"I miss the days when school
was really fun."
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Adjunct Professors Forced to Fill In
For Faculty On Sabbatical, Leave
benefits that they bring to the require professors to be at Trin- ing this issue with the concerns
continued from page one
advised not to get involved with classroom; however, the campus ity for a set portion of a 5 year of students in mind. Measures
committees, students, or the if fragmented by this continual period."
such as simplifying the curricuneighborhood. They are told change. Sometimes a student
Professor McKee suggested lum, for example abolishing the
that they should do a reason- has to ask who is going to be that, "the college would be more Integration of Knowledge reably good job in the classroom here next year and who will be successful if there was a better quirements, and awarding long
and concentrate on publishing." gone. Taking leave has become balance between teaching, ad- term contracts to adjunct proTrinity Graduate and History so common that it is disruptive vising, committee work, and fessors who distinguish themstudents. [Trinity] should re- selves at Trinity.
Professor Jack Chatfield reiter- to the college environment."
Indeed, the effect on the de- work the incentive and rewards
ated this sentiment, saying, "The
"What Trinity needs is adstandards of the profession has partment can be equally as try- system."
equate and regularized sabbatiprofoundly changed colleges ing. Professor McKee explained
Until the faculty recently cal support," explained Baker.
like Trinity. Trinity is measured that "a professor taking leave voted to reverse it, there was a He expressed that professors are
by its scholarly output and the can catch a department by sur- cap on the number of tenure forced to respond opportunistifaculty today, with their semi- prise. Members of the depart- track positions. Therefore ad- cally to grants when they are
nal public contributions, are ment have to take on an junct professors were hired to offered and that a college policy
akin to that of Yale. The nega- overload to accommodate a col- replace those either on leave or allowing professors to plan and
tive aspect is that professors league"
to facilitate the expansion of take their leaves without disspend their energy finding
Adjunct professors, being es- departments and the curricu- rupting the availability of
money through grants which sentially those who are hired to lum. Dean Baker explained that courses would be beneficial to
take them away from the Trin- fill space, are not given the the college can now recruit students and faculty alike.
ity classroom."
rights and privileges of full- more tenure track professors to
"When professors go on sabIf professors attain a grant to time professors and thus are help the college expand into batical the consistency in the
write a book or apply for leave open to a degree of exploitation. new departments and areas of curriculum is lost because
to turn a scholarly paper into a Professor McKee explained that study with those who are best courses for the major are not albook, then an adjunct professor they are "sometimes referred to qualified to. take on these tasks. ways available to the students at
might be hired to ensure that an as Gypsy Scholars." There are
The Priorities and Planning the most convenient times, said
adequate number of courses in those who could be considered Council is actively investigat- Dana Proyect '98.
that discipline are still available. to be "permanent adjuncts who
Despite the ability for professors have been a part of the college
to broaden their scope of for 10 years. They are very good
knowledge through research but have never been able to get
and writing, their absence may onto a tenure track. People I conpose problems for certain stu- sider to be a permanent part of
the faculty who function just as
dents.
:
a
tenure track employee are not
; Of the full-time professors,
Chatfield explained that "some promoted or evaluated in the
of the most enterprising schol- same way. This is a serious inLegislature Prepares For New Session
ars at Trinity are also the most justice. They never have the time
devoted classroom teachers," to write the articles and books
Governor John G. Rowland is expected to propose cutting the
but that "there are others who to qualify them for the tenure state income tax by as much as $200 million during his annual
put scholarship first and are less track position."
budget address Wednesday, setting the tone for the three-month
"Adjuncts are themselves legislative session. .In a budget year marked by unexpected
committed to being inspira>younger,eager todo their own growth in taxlre'venues,'*the"GovernriF#hd lawmakers find them"It's clear that the presence of research and writing but who selves in a perfect pre-election position: with some surplus proadjuncts have changed the fun- can't take leaves like full time jections approaching $350 million, they could cut taxes and
damental character of Trinity professors. The people who have increase spending. Both Republicans and Democrats are calling
College. In some departments, performed with distinction and for tax cuts in a year'when the governor and all 187 legislative
up to half of the courses given who have helped to carry their seats are up for election.
curriculum
in a year may be taught by ad- departments
While Rowland wants a reduction in the income tax, Demojuncts. The great benefit to Trin- should be awarded with long crats are calling for cuts in property and sales taxes. Senate Presiity is that these folks can come term contracts that bring a bit dent Pro Tempore Kevin B. Sullivan of West Hartford, said
to Trinity and teach courses of security to their lives," sug- consumers deserve cuts in "Connecticut's rather arcane sales tax
which are otherwise missing gested Professor Chatfield. "Un- system."
from the curriculum. On the til very recently, most adjuncts
Also, both the House and Senate passed bills last year that
other hand, a student may dis- had their contracts renewed would have raised the state speed limit, but the bills died in comcover that a full-time member annually which made it very mittee. Rep. Jacqueline M. Cocco, co-chairwoman of the transof the faculty is away for so difficult to plan for the long portation committee, said she expects some sort of effort to raise
much time that gaps in the cur- term. We have to begin to con- the speed limit. But Cocco is a longtime opponent of higher
riculum emerge. There are real sider academic regulations to
peeds and helped block last year's legislation. The price of gasoline has become a political issue in recent years, as both Republicans and Democrats have complained that the state's gasoline tax
is the highest in the nation. The tax was cut by three cents per
gallon last year, and another three-cent per gallon cut is scheduled for July I. Rowland said Friday he will propose that the cut
be moved to April and increased to four cents per gallon.
. The Hartford Courant, February 1,1998

Hartford

Punxsutawney Phil calls it ivrong...

Hartford Angles for Convention Center

I

Hartford city officials have reiterated that a convention center
tops their list of priorities. The city council last week made funding for a downtown convention center its top request for the new
session of the state legislature. The Connecticut Convention Center Authority voted last week to ask for $5 million in,the upcoming session for planning work on a new convention center. City
leaders view the center, which could cost $150 million, as the glue
that could hold piecemeal development proposals together.
• •' •'
The Hartford Courant.February 1,1998

Shooting at Webster Theater Concert

Trinity students benefit from El Nino as the Spring-like weather
encouraged many to dress lightly and play frisbee. In spite of the
CSroundhog Day prediction, this weather is expected to continue.:

Early Sunday morning at the Webster Theater in Hartford,
shots fired into the ceiling prompted a melee resulting in a shootout on Webster Avenue. While at an R+B concert by Veronica,
Next and DMX, an unidentified man fired four shots into the ceiling. Once outside, the suspect entered his care and observed police approaching the theater. He then fired on the police, and the
police reciprocated. During the exchange, Anthony Crosby of
Hartford was shot in the hip. It is unclear whether he was shot
by the suspect or Hartford Police. The assailent fled the scene in
a Ford Thunderbird; and is currenty wanted by the Hartford Police.
...',,
..'..,.-,•'..
The Hartford Courant, Feburary 2,1998
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Mrs. Clinton, Experts, Discuss
National Child Care Proposal
continued from page one
accepting the challenge of creating the Learning Corridor.
"Today, as we continue that
work, as we create an infrastructure for children and families in
the neighborhoods around our
campus, we pause to welcome
an individual whose commitment to the shared values and
responsibilities of community
have inspired us all," Dobelle
said in introducing Congresswoman Barbara Kennelly and
First Lady Hillary Rodham
Clinton.
The crowd, filled with Connecticut state of ficers and legislators, Trinity administration

and the few Trinity students
who were able to attain tickets,
welcomed
Clinton and
Kennelly with a standing ovation. Following the introduction of the panel's moderator,
Executive
Director
of
Connecticut's Commission on
Children Elaine Zimmerman,
Mrs. Clinton addressed the
crowd on the issue of child care.
"We're here to talk about an issue that is critical in the lives,
not only of individual families,
but of our entire nation," said
Clinton. "I want to hear from
the people who are on the front
line, because they're the ones
who understand so well how it

Panelists await the beginning of the
child care forum

SARAH BETTENCOURT

Trinity Child Care
Center Provides
Exemplary Model

is that we have to respond to the
needs of our children," she
added.
The First Lady's visit coincided with President Clinton's
State of the Union address the
night before, which included a
proposal to spend almost $22
billion over the next five years
on child care. Highlights of the
plan include increasing the
number of children receiving
child care subsidies to two million by 2003, providing tax
credits to businesses that provide child care, improving enforcement of health and safety
:
standards, and increasing scholarships and training for child
care providers.
To begin the discussion,
Zimmerman called on Dr Edward Zigler, of thfe Yale-University Bush Center. Zigler created
. the Head Start prograjn under
President Nixon and has. over
thirty years'experience in child '
development. He quoted some
startling statistics to the audience regarding child care. The
percentage of women in the
workforce is increasing and so is
the,percentage of children in a
single (primarily femaleheaded) families. 25 percent of
all children live in a single parent household where the
mother works, 60 percent of
those households being African-American. For these families, Zigler said, working is a
financial necessity. Dr. Zigler
also stressed the vital importance o[ a nurturing early start
education, stating that a child's
brain is sensitive and requires
richness and stimulation to
grow and develop.
The second panelist was Lisa
Edmonds, a local parent. Asked
to describe what the child care
search was like, Edmonds noted
that it was difficult because her •
child was born prematurely,
and needed special care, and
that most centers either cost too
much or did not have a safe and
nurturing environment. To
avoid frustration-and feeling
rushed, Edmonds suggested1
starting the search early and
using family neighborhood
centers to gather information. •
Next was Pam Ryder, a
teacher at Mother Goose
Children's Center where 300
children attend. Recently chosen as the winner of the Excel-

Mrs. Clinton listens intensely to the
comments of panel members.

lence Award in child care, Ryder
is a role model for anyone who ;
works in child care. As a
teacher,'she;finds that getting
down on the floor and talking
to a child is the best way to communicate with them. Accord-*'
ing to Ryder, the caregiver needs"
endless energy to build self-es^
teeth within the child and the
center needs to establish warm
home-like programs.
Mrs. Clinton radiated suchpride after Ryder spoke, emphasizing that every child care center needs employees like her.
Clinton repeated the need for
higher quality care across the
board, stating; "[Child care] is
not cheap, it should not be
cheap." Clinton said that there
is not enough quality care to go
around right now, noting a 40
percent turnover of child care
employees, who make less
money on average than dog
pound attendants. •'
•Manchester Public High
School Superintendent Eddie
Davis responded by emphasized physical and emotional
safety. The environment for
learning must feel secure, so
that reading skills can be taught
and strengthened. In addition
to cognitive skills, social skills
are necessary for interaction.

• While child care providers are
part of the backbone of a child's
learning, parents' involvement
is also a must.1
Other members of the panel
included Commissioner Joyce
Thomas of the Department of
Social Services, pediatric nurse
Angela Crowley and David
Carson, the President of Peoples'
Bank, each of whom brought
their views on child care to the
table.
John O'Leary '00, wHo'Tia'd
won a ticket to the Washington
. Room discussion through a
campus-wide lottery, commented, "one of the most positive and necessary aspects of
child care discussed today was
the background checks on employees. It's also a huge honor
for the community to have
Hillary Clinton here and it illustrates just how important
child care is to our future."
Trinity President Dobelle
said, "It [the panel] had the potential to be boring, but I
thought it was terrific. 'They
[the speakers] were all on point,
and the responses were on
point, I thought that was as
thorough an analysis of what's
wrong with child care in
America that I've ever witnessed."

out By the First Lady who applauded the center and its ef "•'
News Writer
forts to reach out,-to the
community.;
•• .
One of the highlights of the:" : The ties to the campus extend
First Lady's visit last week was •.. beyond just the involvement of
her stop at the,Trinity,College . the college students and buildCommunity,Child Center lo- , . ings. Several faculty members
cated behind MCEC and the serve on the Board.of-Directors,
Life Science Center. The center and enroll their children at the
is part of a program between Center. The center also brings
Trinity and the nearby Fox and together children from the
Kennelly Elementary Schools. neighboring community and
With a full timestaff of around "those with who live elsewhere
twenty professionals in the in the Hartford area. The prochild care field, the program has gram,:, stresses both the
anywhere from one-hundred multicultural atmosphere and
fifty to one-hundred and sev- involvement by parents in their
enty-five children, with ages, children's lives and interests.
ranging from five weeks to
Also important- to the protwelve years.
gram is allowing the children to
The foundation of the pro- learn about their world through
gram thirteen years ago granted hands-on experience; children
the Center an on-campus loca- should be actively involved in
tion from the college from the direction of their own expewhich to operate from. Since riences.
then it has had its campus ties
The Trinity College Commustrengthened by students from nity Child Center is a full serthe College helping out after vice program. Amongst the
classes. "The students we get are three locations, there are both
just full of energy," said Maria before and after-school proCabral, the Director of the Birth grams every day for those
to Five program. "They're really youngsters in elementary
a big help when they come by." school as well as all day care for
'••:••-•• . - '•'•'• ' •••• -:o- i??''KiJ;
Cabral explained that in addi- children not yet of school age.
tion to the staff ing and building Parents can drop their kids off
grant, the college helps them on snow days as well as on Satput together scholarships for urday evenings, and the center
children so that they have this, also offers school vacation
kind of chance open to them. weeks full of activitiesand trips.
"We feel this kind of opportu"We have all sort of things for
nity is important and should be them to do," said Cabral. "Each
available to all children. It ,room is different. There are
makes a difference to be able to Computers, Blocks, and Book.
provide that," Cabral said. This We havea science area and even
Mrs. Clinton and Representative Kennelly sing along to "Twinkle, Twinkle,
aspect of the center was singled dramatic plays."
BY DEVIN PHARR

:v

Little Star" at the Trinity Community Child Care Center.

RLE PHOTO
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WORLD NEWS
Clinton Sends Balanced Budget
Proposal to Congress

No parking in the Mather driveway? You wouldn't know it by the number of
satellite trucks here on Wednesday.

FILE PHOTO

Students Cram Into Mather
To Hear First Lady's Speech
is doing to us, how we keep to- Center and for Mrs. Clinton to
continued from page one
beginning on Tuesday. In all, gether communities how we address students in the Ferris
over 15 television media trucks define them differently since Gymnasium, but those sites
were on campus, parked in the we are now sodiverse and inter- were vetoed by the Secret Service. However, Dobelle was
Mather driveway and the lawn dependent," said Clinton.
"These are all very exciting pleased with the event's effect
in front of the Cave, hailing
from various news organiza- challenges," she continued," but on Trinity, stating, "It was excittions, including local stations, they are going to require from ing for all of us at Trinity to have
CNN, and even a Japanese TV all of us the best ideas and en- the First Lady, the entourages
ergy that you can bring to your and the press and the national
crew.
Mrs. Clinton arrived on cam- lives and to the lives you will be attention."
Director of Campus Safety
pus shortly after noon, accom- influencing and leading in the
Brian Kelly, who worked with
panied by Congresswoman and years to come.
"Too often, there has been too the Secret Service and advance
Connecticut Gubernatorial
candidate Barbara Kennelly. much made in the media about personnel, said "it was a great
Their first stop was the Trinity what is happening with young show, and from all reports we've
Community Child Care Center, people or college students... gotten, things went extremely
> where* Lhe ,J5iJtSt .LadjfsfchattecW<-'Whatil.se© is a. lot of question.-"-; .well."en-i . i . - •--..-.. , .',;,
That was the prevailing viewwith children and was ser- ing and a lot of ideas being exenaded with "Twinkle, Twinkle, plored because there aren't any point in the Trinity community
as well. Jeff Boswell '01 said, "It
Little Star." Mrs. Clinton praised easy answers."
Students
gave
the
First
Lady
was
good because it gave us a
Trinity's community outreach
efforts, stating, "The plans that rousing ovations, and were gen- chance to hear what's going on
are underway for Trinity Col- erally pleased with her com- in the world which we're kept
lege continue to be a model for ments. A.J. Fuentes '00 said, "It out of. It's informational and
not only how we educate the is inspirational to know that good to keep up with current
next generation, but do. so in someone cares about our gen- events."
"There was an interesting
cooperation and partnership eration and the future."
Adding to the frenzy on cam- wide range of people, speaking
with the communities in which
institutes of higher education pus, was the scramble for the about local problems," said
limited number of tickets to the Caroline Nonna '00, who added,
are found."
Mrs. Clinton's next stop was panel discussion and the over- "it was also a big political boost
the Washington Room in flow room in the dining hall. for Kennelly. Although Trinity
Mather Hall, where she hosted Jennie Noakes 'Cl commented students didn't get too involved
a panel discussion on child care. that, "There was a severe lack of on-stage, etc., it was still good
planning; standing in Mather, I publicity for Trinity College."
The discussion featured a crosscouldn't hear the panel. At one
However, Scot Blair '98 came
section of people involved in the
point, they had to move 500 away with a different opinion,
child care debate, including people back-8 feet."
stating, "I was expecting a more
child care providers, parents
According to Trinity Presi-' information gathering debate.
and business leaders.
Following the panel discus- dent Dobelle, college officials Rather, it seemed like she was
sion, Mrs. Clinton went down- hoped to stage the panel discus- just promoting the President's
l
stairs to theMather DiningHall sion in the lareei U-.ir Mis
and addressed the hundreds of
students who had watched the
discussion live via simulcast.
There, Clinton spoke to what
she called "the best generation
of young people that America
has ever seen," about the challenges facing students in the
years ahead.
"1 guess the one thing 1 would
want to emphasize to all of you
who are here as students, and
who are thinking about what
comes next for you in terms of
professional and private and
public obligations, is that this is
an extraordinary time. But we
know the ground is changing,
around the world there are so
many positive changes, but also
threatening ones, about how
we're going to live as a people,
how we're going to get along,
HIE PHOTO
what all of this globalization is Nfc-s. Clinton displays her Trinity pride with
going to mean, what technology President Evan Dobelle.

President Clinton sent the Republican-held Congress a $1.73
trillion budget Monday that forecasts a $9.5 billion surplus for fiscal 1999, which would make it the first balanced budget in 30
years. Clinton's spending plan came under immediate fire from
Republicans, who accused the White House of embarking on an
old-fashioned liberal spending spree to expand the reach of the
federal government. "It looks like the president wants to eliminate state and local government. He wants to run everyth ing out
of Washington," said House Budget Committee Chairman John
Kasich, R-Ohio. Clinton insisted that his spending plan would
make it possible to invest in social programs, maintain military
preparedness and meet U.S. international financial obligations —
including United Nations dues. "The proposal, which covers the
year starting Oct. 1, would raise spending on child care, education and medical research, paying for this chiefly with higher
taxes on some businesses and investors and $65.5 billion in revenues from tobacco legislation that has yet to be passed by Congress. The key debate in this year's budget talks will be what to
do with any surpluses — whether to save them until the Social
Security retirement program is reformed as Clinton wants, or to
spend them on tax cuts as many Republicans advocate.
The New York Times, February 2,1998

The Teflon-Coated President?
William H. Ginsburg, Monica Lewinsky's lawyer and one of the
few people who know the breadth of her version of events, said
yesterday he expects that President Clinton will survive the allegations of impropriety and that the country will soon turn to issues of state rather than accusations about sex.
"It'll pass. The president will remain in office. He'll do a good
job. We'll all, hopefully, have a sound economy, keep our jobs, and
1 think everything's going to be fine," Ginsburg said.
The remarks, repeated to varying degrees in other interviews,
seemed to represent a departure or at least a change of tone from
early last week, when Ginsburg talked forebodingly about
Lewinsky's possible testimony, saying she wanted to "unload everything she has - everything," and even warning, "We will not
go south for the president."
Still, at no point did Ginsburg actively rebut the allegations that
his client carried on a lengthy sexual affair with the president or
deny the potentially more damaging allegations that Cl in ton and
his co:nfj4ant,yernonEJordanJr..theQ,urged Lewinsky to lieun-

.

The Boston Globe, February 2,1998

Australia could end ties with
British Queen
Australians opened a constitutional convention Monday on
whether their nation should become a republic, with most delegates determined to dump Queen Elizabeth II as the head of state.
Even the staunchly monarchist Prime Minister John Howard said
in opening the assembly that "the symbolism of Australia sharing its legal head of state with a number of nations is no longer
appropriate."
Australia has been independentsince 1901, but like many other
Commonwealth nations, still recognizes Britain?s Queen as its
head of state. Republicans want constitutional change so the
nation can choose its own head of state, and opinion polls show
more than half of Australians agree.
Howard is opposed to a republic but promised that he would
put any republican model favored by the convention to a national
referendum by the end of 1999. What the convention must do is
sort out how the nation can become a republic without upsetting
the system of checks and balances on power that most Australians already favor.
Associated Press, February 2,1998

Investigation Continues In
Abortion Clinic Bombing
Police members from across Alabama attended Monday's funeral for Birmingham police officer Robert "Sandy" Sanderson,
who was killed in last week's bombing of a women's clinic.
Sanderson was off duty and working as a clinic security guard
when the bomb exploded Thursday morning at the New Woman,
All Women Health Care clinic, which provides family planning
services and abortions. Injured in the blast was 41-year-old clinic
counselor and nurse Emily Lyons, whose status was upgraded
from critical to serious earlier Monday. Lyons lost an eye, and her
other eye was injured, as were her legs, hand and abdomen.
Investigators on Monday continued the search for Eric Robert
Rudolph, a North Carolina man whose pickup truck was seen near
the abortion clinic shortly after the bomb went off. Federal agents
have said Rudolph, 31, is sought as a.witness, not a suspect, and
they are unsure if he is the "wigged man" who repor tedly was see n
getting in the truck after the bombing.
Associated Press, February 2,1998
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Get Involved With WRTC Backstage at AAC
Bv CARLA BOECKIN
Tf

Arts Writer

being an urban school that values local interests.
So, if the station is popular
with the community, why
doesn't anyone campus know
about it? WRTC used to be
much more recognizable
around Trinity. Before the creation of TCAC, WRTC brought
bands to campus, and the student drive behind the station
kept WRTC involved with more
campus activities, such as
broadcasting bands live from
the Underground.
Members of WRTC are excited about recently managing
to accomplish several goals.
They are proud that the station
will have installed speakers and
wired a sound-system throughout the studio by the end of the
year. A new talk studio will also
have been added to allow for
news programming, interviews,
and on-air performances.
Clearly, WRTC's manage-

ment does not lack optimism
simply because they lack funding; rather they are pleased that
this year has shown an amazing
increase in campus interest. Primarily, though, the students are
working to get WRTC back into
the mainstream, and they're
calling for student, school, community, and SG A support. They
hope that with greater student
interest in the future, WRTC
may see enough of an increase
in its funding to install ISDN
lines and broadcast live from
the Bistro, the Washington
Room or local clubs. Before that
can happen, more students
must migrate to the first floor of
High Rise to see what the station is all about (and maybe
pick up a show of their own!).

Trinity College has a radio
station. I wish I could write this
article assuming that each and
every student reading this issue
of the Tripod knew about
WRTC, but my experience on
campus leads me to assume
otherwise. So, I hope I am not
being ambitious in writing this
article with the intent to inform
Trinity students of the existence
of their very own radio station
(it's even located on campus!).
First of all, Trinity College's
WRTC 89.3 FM is an especially
unique college radio station.
The programming offers a great
variety of shows (rock, jazz,
latin, thought power, house,
So check out the new spring
polka) 24 hours a day, 7 days a
schedule located in the Februweek to an average audience of
ary events calendar and feel free
20,000 listeners. WRTC also
to give the station a call (x2450)
broadcasts Trinity sports games
for more information.
live for the campus and the
community.
Like other campus radio stations, WRTC serves as a communications medium between
the college and the surrounding
community; however, unlike
other schools' radio stations,
WRTC has involved members
of the Hartford community in
its programming. Both Trinity
College students and Hartford
community members serve as
deejays, station members, and
music coordinators and are active in running the station. Recently, there was an upgrade in
security, which included the installation of Locknetics codes
for both Trinity students and
community members.
WRTC's strength in working Deejay Samuel Handel '99 hosts his weekly Tuesday ALIX PECK
with the community contrib- night show on WRTC.
utes to Trinity's reputation for

'"'*-

BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD

Arts Editor

1 suppose I'm a little biased,
but I have to say that working in
the Austin Arts Center is a
pretty cool job. Despite the obvious perks of a high pay rate
and access to the shop, most of
the employees have gained
valuable skills and plenty of
opportunities to use them. On
the front page of the Tripod, you
will see a big story on Hilary
Clinton's visit complete with
quotes from those few lucky
students who were able to go
and hear the First Lady's speech.
But I bet you won't see much
about the two Austin Arts
employees who were not only
able to attend, but who also got
paid to do so.
Last week, Jeremy Hough and
Tracey Costa, my co-workers in
the AAC shop, had the "once in
a lifetime opportunity" to assist
the White House staff with
moving their equipment, setting up their sound system, and
laying out the area where Mrs.
Clinton was planning to lecture.
This job allowed them a
unique perspective of behindthe-scenes preparation required
when our First Lady comes to
town. Hough said of them,
"Working with the White
House staff wasn't really different from working with any
other stafL.they just wanted
[the area] set up a certain way
with certain restrictions...The
most exciting thing about
working there was that we had
special passes that allowed us to
move around anywhere." Unfortunately, Hough and Costa
were not able to speak with Mrs.
Clinton one on one. "We got to

shake her hand, but not really
meet her. We were working."
Hough, an engineering major
heading for the Air Force, says
that working in the shop has
been a good "real-life experience" that is more vocational
than most activities at Trinity.
"I've already made enough contacts in the industry now to get
a job," he says. "You have to put
in effort, start at the bottom and
work your way up."
Helping with Mrs. Clinton's
speech wasn't the first time that
Hough has been able to do
something outside the normal
activities of building sets and
hanging lights. He has occasionally been farmed out to the
Meadows Music Theater to
work for such acts as Dave
Matthews and The Cure. Other
students and staff have also
worked outside gigs like a Toad
the Wet Sprocket concert, CPTV,
Trinity's own Spring Weekend,
and this year's NBA All Star
Jam. AAC crew, construction,
costume shop, and house/box
office experience is also valuable when applying for summer
stock or production positions.
The shop is a place where
you have to learn to think on
your own, to solve problems,
and to figure out where your
individual contribution fits in
to the whole. I've definitely
learned more there than I have
in some of my classes. The rewards aren't always obvious to
outsiders — they are internal,
where it counts. Like Hough
says: "You can see the direct results of your work and get satisfaction from seeing a show go
on." And hey — working with
the White House staff is no
small credit to add to your
resume of life experiences.

The Nun's Circle Begins in Widener Gallery
presented by Ann Norton, a
professor from Providence College. Her lecture was accompanied by a slide show which
Thursday's Widener Gallery included images of works curopening marked the first in- rently on display in the Widstallment in a series of lectures, ener Gallery in addition to
exhibits and events surround- other representations. Norton's
ing the Tibetan Nuns' Mandala lecture brought the audience
Circle, which, in its entirety will through ancient Indian works
span nearly two months. The up to contemporary Tibetan
Gallery opened with a lecture art, finishing with a detailed
BY BRIDGET JANAIRO

Arts Writer

MELISSA KEN1N

The Tibetan Nuns at work on the sand mandala. The Nuns will
begin a mandala at TrWty on Febrary 23.

description of what Trinity can
anticipate from our Tibetan
guests in the upcoming weeks.
The focus of the lecture centered around therepresentatibn
of women in Buddhist Art.
Norton began the lecture by
providing background information on the theme of Women,
Art and the Buddhist Spirit, citing ancient Indian influences as
a major source for Tibetan and
Nepalese art.
Among theworks held by the
Widener Gallery and touched
on by Norton during her lecture
was one American woman's
representation of the dynamics
of a Mandala. The three dimensional structure of wood, glass
and human bones stands in the
Widener surrounded by watercolors and encased castings of
copper and bronze.
According to Norton, all of
the works, both traditional and
contemporary, possess unique
qualities and carefully meditated detail characteristic to the
artistic genre. In addition to the
works found within the Gallery,
there are photographs of the Tibetan Nuns (entitled Daughters
of Buddha) by Nancy Rudolph
on display in the lobby of the
Austin Arts Center.
The main event during the
stay of the Tibetan Nuns will be
the making of the sacred
Avalokitesvara Mandala. The
construction of the sand
Mandala will takepla.ee within
the Widener Gallery as well.

Approximately a three week
process, the creation of the
Mandala will be open to public
viewing after Reading Week.
Norton describes the making of
the Mandala as "a century old
technique which, through

nuns to learn the technique.
The Widener Gallery is the first
American venue to ever host
such a production by Tibetan
Nuns, distinguishing the production according to Trinity
College Professor of Religion

PHOTO COURTESY OF ELLIE FINDLY

Tibetan Nuns bow over the sacred Avalokitesvara mandala.

meditation and ornate detail
creates an intricate floor plan to
an elaborate palace." Once the
Mandala is created, it is then
completely destroyed. This,
Norton explained, is a demonstration of the sense of detachment prevalent in Buddhist
practices.
•
The opportunity for Trinity
to host the creation of this work
by the Nuns is the first of its
kind. The Kathmandu Nuns
have only been practicing this
technique since 1993, since it
was only five years ago that the
Dalai Lama gave his blessing for

and International Studies Ellie
Findly as "a threshold moment
in United States History and for
Trinity."
For those interested in viewing the artwork, it is currently
on exhibition at the Widener.
The gallery hours are as follows:
Monday through Friday 10am4pm and Saturday and Sunday,
lpm-6pm. More information,
dates and times for other events
included in this exciting production are available in the
lobby of the Austin Arts Center.
The Nun's Circle will be at Trinity College until March 15.
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Entertaining Satire Wag the Dog
Reflects Current Political Scandal

Editor's Picks

fi. BY CHRIS TAYLOR

Arts Writer

:
Robert Duvall's acclaimed
film The Apostle will make its
Hartford premiere on Friday,
February 6, at Hoyts Cinema
City. The film was directed by
Duvall, who stars as Sonny, a
deeply religious man with a
troubled past. : Co-starring
Farrah Fawcett, Miranda
Richardson, and Billy Bob
Thornton, it earned a spot on
many critics' 1997 top ten lists.
Stop by Garmany Hall this
Friday or Saturday at 8PM to
see Thanks for the Memory:
An Intimate Revue of American Popular Song. Created by
Ryan Moore '98 and Christopher Moses '98, the show will
feature old favorites by the
Gershwins, Irving Berlin, Cole
Porter, and others. Moore and
Moses will perform along
with Amie Duffy '98 and Sara
Jaffe'98.
On Sunday, February 8,
drop by the chapel to, see a
performance by American
Concert Organist Stewart
Wayne Foster. Foster is the
winner the of the first Dallas
International Organ Competition.
The Nun's Circle: Global
Revisioning of Women in Sacred Practice continues its run
in Austin Arts Center. Check
out DaughtersojBuddha, photographic images by Nancy
Rudolph, on display in the
lobby of the Austin Arts Center. These photos were taken
by Rudolph during visits to
India and Nepal.

It is fairly easy to tell, looking
at almost any event today,.that
the media has a huge impact on
;
public opinion and perception.
With the current sex scandal in
the White House and increasing tensions with Iraq, the media frenzy is as big as ever. Just
three weeks ago, Hollywood
contributed its own, surprisingly similar interpretation of
media and politics. In the new
film Wag the Dog, directed by
Barry Levinson (Sleepers), we
see an occurrence very similar
to the situation in the White
House and a shocking way of '
dealing with it.
The first scene opens less
than two weeks before the Presidential election. The president
is fighting to stay in office and
the accusation of making
sexual advance towards a firefly girl is not helping his ratings.
In a last ditch effort, a top advisor/spin-doctor named Conrad
Breen (Robert DeNiro) is called
in to work his magic. Breen
seeks'the assistance of a top
Hollywood producer, Stanley
Motss (Dustiri Hoffman), to aid
in the mass-media campaign to
divert public attention away
from the scandal. Breen's plans
to "manufacture" a fake war
with Albania, in effect making;.
the president out to be a hero
and simultaneously boosting
his ratings. The "pageant," as
DeNtro's character refers tojt, is,
made up of theme songs, video
clips, hired actors, and merchandising. All of the pieces
come together and make for a,
hysterical, yet believable,
theme.
The screenplay, co-written

WWW..'O 111 L>

Anne Heche and Robert DeNiro convince Dustin Hoffman's
egomaniacal film producer to help them create a fake war.

by David Mamet (The Edge) and Opening only a few weeks beHillary Henkin, is impeccable fore an actual sex scandal in the
and contributes to the wonder- White House, Wag the Dog hits
ful interaction between the pretty close to home. Maybe
main characters. DeNiro and Clinton is trying to draw attenHoffman are two superb actors tion away from his alleged affair
and their ability shines even by constructing his qwriconbrighter with this brilliant flict with Iraq. After seeing this
script. Line after line of biting movie, it seems all, too possible.^
sarcasm, and satire are uttered The only drawback, to the

M

fast pace of the movie."
Wag the Dog is heavy on political satire and comedy, but at
times it seems just a bit too real.
We never'realize how powerful
the media really is until it's portrayed in a way such as this.

ending, although the comedy
and plot twists of the rest of the
movie definitely make up for it.
All in all, if you want to see a
satirical look at government
and media today, Wag the Dog is
more than worth it.

llyas Malayev and Ensemble Perform at A AC
ability to begin a small movement with one hand and then
let it ripple throughout her enArts Editor •
tire body. The other thing
noticable trait wa,s her smile.
Last Friday nigh t, an extraorShe, like the other performers,
di.nary group of performers ar-,
expressed so much joy at having
rived at Austin Arts Center to
the opportunity to perform that
make their Hartford debut, llyas ,
it was almost infectious. At
Malayev and Ensemble, a New
times the audience began to
York-based group of recent
clap along withthe music and
Bukharan Jewish immigrants,
applauded enthusiastically at
treated the Trinity community
the close of the evening. Afterto an enjoyable night of tradiwards, everyone seemed to
tional music from Central Asia.
agree
on excellence of the conPerforming with the group was
cert.
One
audience member said
Raff i Khatchadourian, a Trinity
"The costumes were amazing
alum who has been studying
and 1 found the music very
under Malayev for the part sevsoothing,"
,
eral months.
Most of the Trinity commuPreceeding the evening's pernity spent the last two hours
formance was a panel discus- llyas Malayev and Ensemble delight audiences with their performance on Friday night.
Khatchadourian was also men wore tall hats and the before "Everyone gets Lei'd" eatsion focusing on the topics of gated guitars or banjos. There
music, religion, and national were also male and female vo- able to showcase his skills for women were draped with ing dinner, getting dressed, or
identity- Panelists included . calists who spun intricate and his alma mater, twice playing in scarves. One member of the gathering with friends, comMalayev himself, Ted Levin, a rhythmic melodies over the small duets or trios with group, the dancer, wore .flowing pletely unaware of the rousing
noted ethnomusicologist from background of the music. The Malayev and the drummer. The skirts, which of ten flared out and unique musical perforDarthmouth, and a Columbia songs were quite unlike any sort announcer who came with the when she spun and dipped. She • mance taking place in Austin
"group expressed to the audience moved like a "whirling dervish," . Arts, That's okay, because this
that despite the fact that following *a complicated series particular genre isn't for everyllyas Malayev and Ensemble.Jreated the Khatchadourian
had never of steps and turns. Although one: However, music of Central
Trinity community to an enjoyable night been to Uzbekistan and had to she was not involved with every Asia isn't the only style of per-;'.
learn from Malayev without number, she danced in front of formance included in Austin;:
of traditional music from Central Asia.
ever being able to truly experi- the group on several occasions Arts' widely varied schedule. So,;
ence the music in its native set- ahd.performed a duet with the come down and enjoy a differ-:
University professor, an expert of Western music. Instead of ting, he had learned much and drummer near the end of the ent kind of visiting performer^
on the culture and people of discernible lyrics, the singers at was an excellent musician. •
show. Herrriovements were for-, even when attendance isn't. re>.;
often seemed to be chanting or
Central Asia,
Throughout mostof the.per- eign to the Usual styles of clas- quired for a class. Each artist
The two hour long concert wailing, their voices running up
formance,
the' musicians re- sical and modern'dance that we ' brings something h'ew to enrich,
and
down
the
scales
with
an
combined 'hand held drums
:
enjoy at Trinity; at times! they '"•• our community arid everyone'
with complex musio.played on flowing quality The-effect was mained • 'seating' wearing were more like those of Michael. should take advantage of their
colorful
costumes
representing
deceptively simple instruments at times quite beautiful and
their homeland. Several of the Jackson. She had the amazing contribution.
that vaguely resembled elon- haunting.
BY VIRGINIA LACEFIELD
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Trinity Pipes & Drums Debut at the Social Center
BY

BETH GILLICAN

Arts Editor

Throughout the year, students have
flocked to the Vernon Social Center for
various parties, the main attraction of
which was the dancing, alcohol, and
music. The students who went there this
past Saturdayjanuary 31st, were treated
to the same things, but in a very different, fashion. Rather than top 40 dance
hits, the crowd assembled listened to traditional Scottish songs. Instead of the
Macarena, attendees danced the Highland Fling. All of this was part of The
Trinity Pipes & Drums Ceilidh, an
evening that showcased a wide range of
Scottish cultural traditions.
After a brief introduction by Trinity
IDP student'Mike Breen, Willie Beattie
sang four traditional Scottish songs.
Beattie was followed by the inaugural
performance of the Trinity Pipes &
Drums, who performed "Scots Wha Hae"
and "Brown Haired Maiden." Despite
having only recently learned how to play
their instruments (the band was formed

in February 1997), the Pipes & Drums
showed a great deal of talent and skill.
The crowd, composed of students as
well as a number local Scots (many
wearing kilts), really began to generate
enthusiasm during the performance of
Graham Baird and Stacy Gray, two folk
singers from Princeton. Graham and
Stacy encouraged the audience to sing
along to their songs, which included old
favorites such as "The Wild Rover," "Auld
Lang Syne," "O Flower of Scotland," and
"Mountain Thyme."
The Connecticut Highland Dancers
then performed the Highland Fling, the
Blue Bonnets Dance (a Scottish National
Dance), and the Sword Dance (danced
over two actual swords, to symbolize a
battle victory). The dancers were followed by the Accidentals, who sang the
traditional "Danny Boy" as well as "Find
the Cost of Freedom" by Crosby, Stills, &
Nash (based on the logic that someone
in the band must have been of Scottish
descent). Mike McNitch then played a
medley of three songs on -the Scottish
small pipes. McNitch's songs were followed by a 6/8 Medley on the pipes and

.Kurthan Onalp '00, Jeff Cross '98, Matt Wong '00, Sara Wlerin '00,
and Scot Blair '98 during the concert.
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Block History Month
Continues With,

drums, performed by Trinity Pipes &
Drums instructors Bruce Lazaroff and
Norm Jones. After three more dances by
the Connecticut Highland Dancers,
Karen von Hardenberg '00 played a medley of songs (including "Devil's Dream"
and "Soldier's Joy") on the fiddle. The
evening concluded with a performance
of "Amazing Grace" by the Trinity Pipes
& Drums, a few more songs by Graham
and Stacy, and some tunes by a number
of bagpipers (from Trinity as well as outside bands).
The crowd remained enthusiastic
throughout the show. Ceilidhs are generally defined as informal get-togethers,
so the performers encouraged the audience to get up from their seats to chat
wi th others, dance, and sing along. Seven
different bands were represented at this
event, including the Sphinx Temple
Highlanders and the Manchester Fife &
Drums.
Piping Instructor Bruce Lazeroff said
that he considered the evening to be a
success, and he looks forward to future
performances with the Trinity Pipes &
Drums. The group is set to perform in the
Hartford St. Patrick's Day Parade and possibly during Commencement ceremonies in May. Lazeroff, who has been
playing bagpipes for thirty-four years,
was proud of the band's performance,
and impressed that they were able to play
with such expertise despite their relative
inexperience.
Graham Baird credited his brother
Jamie '00 for organizing the band and the
event. Raised with an appreciation for his
Scottish heritagejamie expressed an interest in playing the bagpipes his freshman year at Trinity. He eventually got in
touch with Lazeroff, and held a general
interest meeting for the Pipes & Drums
last year. Since then, the band has grown

AMELIA AMES

Trinity Pipes & Drums founder James
MacRae Baird '00 before the concert.
to twenty-five members. He says the
President's Office was especially supportive during the band's formation. In
planning the Ceilidhjamie strove to redefine the concept of a party at Trinity.
Jamie, who hopes to study in Edinburgh
next year, is currently working with the
college chaplain to organize a Scottish
worship service, the Kirken O' the Tartan (Blessing of the Tartan). Overall,
many seemed to share Jamie's view that
the Ceilidh proved to be an interesting
and entertaining alternative to the usual
Trinity party scene.

Hit British Comedy at
Cinestudio This Week

"Bits and Pieces of Langston"
performed by
Broaduuay Bound on our Nubian Journey
SRTURDRV, F€BRURRV 7,1998
7:30 PM
UJashington Room
"Bits and Pieces of Langston" is an ensemble piece
featuring Frances Mcfilpine-Sharpe, Lawrence S.
Pertillar, drummer Ivan Santiago, and trumpeter
William Flucker. This Hartford based group explores
Langston Hughes' poetry and short stories and brings
them to life through music and song.
RND

WWW.GEOaTlE.COM/HOUYWOOD/STijf3io7R

Six unemployed steelworkers bare ail in The Full Monty.
BY

BETH GILLIGAN

Arts Editor

The

soulful sounds of folk music from Southern Africa
Presented by
"RFROBLU611
during an
6V6NING OF POCTRV
TU€SDflS; F€BRURRV 10,1998
7:00 PM
Terrace Room B, Mather Hall

Please contact the Office of Multicultural Rffairs a t
.•
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if you are interested in sharing your poetry with us.
Sponsored by the Office of Multicultural Rffoirs,
IMRNI, and Trinity College Black Women's Organization

From Wednesday, February 4 until
Saturday, February 7 the popular British
comedy The FullMonty will be playing
at Cinestudio. Filmed on ashoestring
budget ($3.5 million), it went on to gross
almost $40 million in the United States
alone. Directed by Peter Cattaneo, the
movie takes place in Sheffield, England,
a once-prosperous industrial city that
has gone bust in recent yearst The main
character, an unemployed steelworker
named Gaz-(played by Robert Carlyle,
last seen as the psychotic Begbie in 1996's
Trainspotting), is behind in his son's
child-support payments. In order to
come up with some quick cash, he
hatches a plan to perform at a local strip
joint with five of his rather plain-looking buddies. Madness ensues as the six
men prepare to go "the full mon,ty.",
: Since its release in late August, The

Full Monty has delighted audiences and
even earned a space on some critics' 1997
top ten lists. Carlyle, Tom Wilkinson (as
Gerald), and Mark Addy (as Dave) all
deliver funny, touching performances as
three unemployed workers trying to regain their dignity. William Snape also
shows impressive talent playing Gaz's
son Nate., .
, ,
The film contains many memorable
scenes, especially the one in which the
men find themselves practicing their
, routine while in line for the dole. The
soundtrack is also of note, featuring hit
songs from the 1970s. In a year that has been inundated by
big-budget dramas and action films, The
Full Monty is undoubtedly a refreshing
alternative to all this. Written by Simon
Beaufoy, the script is both original and
unpredictable.
If you're looking for a fun, different
movie this week, be sure to stop by
Cinestudio and check out The Fuji
Monty.

•'•••
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BRETO'S

24 NewBritain Ave., Hartford, CT
(860) 278-4334 (860) 278-4527

Pizzas
Small (12")
$ 5.00
Large (16")
$ 8.00
Sheetpan (18x24") $15.00

Topping ....$ .50

Sides & Salads

Topping ....$1.00 Maricoppi Bread
$ 3.50
.. .$2.50 A large loaf of garlic bread seasoned lightly with creamy garlic butter
and herbs. A light blue cheese spread is optional.

Toppings
Mushroom
Broccoli
Sausage
Anchovies
Peppers

Mozzarella
Tomato
Hamburg
Spinach
Olives

Fine Food

Chef Salad
Greek Salad.
Tuna Salad
Antipasto
Tossed Salad

Onions
Ham
Pepperoni
Ricotta
Bacon

Specialty Pizzas
S

L

Sheet

$ 6.00
. . . . . $6.00
$ 6.00
. . . . . . . . $ 6.00
$4.00

Subs & Grinders

R e d Veggie D e s i g n . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
Ricotta and mozzarella, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli,freshtomatoes, etc,

BLT
Meatball
Cooked Salami
Genoa Salami
Pepperoni
Tuna.
Ham & Cheese
Sausage
Meatless
Eggplant
Italian
Roast Beef
Turkey
Veal
Turkey & Bacon
Chicken Parmigiana.,.,
Pastrami
Steak & Cheese
Gyro
GIANT OVERFLOWING SUB

W h i t e Veggie Design . . . . $8.50 /13.00 /23.00
A thin layer ofsauteed garlic and olive oil covered with ricotta mozzarella, fresh tomatoes, fresh mushrooms, spinach, broccoli, etc.

Cajun Shrimp Pie

$10.00 /15.00 /29.50

FresK tomatoes and mushrooms tossed with plump cajun style barbecued
shrimp and mozzarella cheese.

M a x ' s P r e f e r r e d . . . . . . . . $8.50 /13.00 / 23.00
Olive oil, fresh garlic, sun-dried tomatoes and scullions with a touch of
lemon over mozzarella cheese.

Hot for the Heart

. $8.00 /12.00 / 23.00

-•it

Onions, peppers, chili peppers, olives, mushrooms, sour cream, tortilla
and mozzarella cheese.

D e e p S p i n a c h P i e Pizza . . . . . . . $10.00 / .13.50
An extra thick crust pie filled with a generous layer of lightly spiced,
spinach mixed in ricotta cheese with garlic, tomatoes and mushrooms
covered with mozzarella.

Specialties
Spaghetti w/meatball, sausage, shrimp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $7.50
Shells w/meatball, sausage, shrimp
$7.50
Ravioli.
,.
..$6.50
Stuffed Shells.
..$6.50
Manicotti
;..
.$6.50
Lasagna
$7.50
Chicken Parmesan
• .$7.50
Calzone.
.$6.00
Fettuccine A l f r e d o . . . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .$6.95
Garden Pasta.
• .$6.95
Beef and Peppers
...
$7.50
Steak on a Stick.
• • ••. ..$7.50

2 Large Pizzas

Large Pizza

Cheese + 1 Topping
Only $15 tax incl,
278-4334 \

Cheese + 1 Top. + 2 Liter sodi
Only $10 tax incl.
278-4334

Gyro
1 can soda + bag chips
$5.00 tax incl.
278-4334

I
I
1
I
1

Buy Large Pizza
with Cheese
Get 2 Liter Soda FREE ,
278-4334

8.

Half
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95
$4.95

Whole
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$5.75
$6.25
: $6,25 ,
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25

$8.00 Plenty for two!

Seafood And Chicken
Pasta Monterey.
Max's Pasta Alexandria
Shrimp and Scallop Scampi.
Shrimp on a stick
Cajun Barbecued Shrimp.
Linguine Mediterranean
Oriental Chicken Mazen.
Blackened Chicken

I

Small Pizza

I Cheese + 3 tops. + Liter soda
Only $7 tax incl.
I
278-4334

I

I
I
I
1
I

F R E E can soda
& Garlic Bread

with Any Salad
278^4334

ft.

$7.95
.$7.95
.$8.50
.$7.50
~
$7.95
. . . . . . , . . ; .$6.95
..$7.50
.$7.50

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Any Calzone
Cheese + 1 Topping
$5.50 tax incl.
278-4334

2 Whole Grinders
Only $10.95 tax incl,
[
278-4334

' i.

Call in Your Order ~ Free delivery from 11 a.m. - 3 a.m. Daily
•;;,. •.,-.• . •*: ••;•"'r

:: / ' — . - "

,/ Open 7 Pays aWeek

''•'•:': "-'••''::'•''''

Friday & Saturday 11 a.m. - 4 a.m, -- Sunday - Xliursday 11^ a.ni. - 3 a.mv

gAHSMMM^myj^^.^-^^
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America: Endorsing The Freedom Of Speech?
BY KERRY MCKEVITT
Features Writer

We, as Americans, always extol that we have the right to free
speech and expression at any
time and in any place. After all,
we know everything about everything, right? Well, not exactly. Since we usually only
hear our own voices, and therefore block the voices of nonAmericans, we create their
speechlessness. Yes, we (and all
those other imperialist nations
such as England and France)
create speechlessness. We force
our ideologies, our language,
our culture, our Americanisms
on the peoples of Latin
America, the Caribbean, Asia,
Europe, and the Middle East in
order to "civilize" them. We
civilize by colonizing and by

and Professor of Modern Languages and Literature Sonia Lee
shared their thoughts and observations with an animated
audience of students, faculty,
and other participants.
Professor Cliff's piece "Tempest in a Teapot: The Sources of
ajamaican Writer" initiated the
evening's discourse. According
to Professor Cliff, growing up in
a perplexed civilization in Jamaica molded her peculiar self.
It is the same for all children of
a colonized society. As she
pointed out, Victor from
Wuthering Heights is the metaphor of the colonized child with
an erased history and a foreign
mother, or father, tongue. He
does not win, as his name suggests; he is the conquered one.
And so it is for the other children of imperialism. Like Cliff's
character, Clare Savage, in No

powerful effect of imperialism
on a people and a culture. Not
only does imperialism erase the
true beauty and passion of the
homeland, but also it replaces
this beauty with an unnatural,

impersonal.fabrication.
Rather than reflecting on his
experience in a colonized nation, Professor Remedi analyzed
the fa ilure of the post-imperialistic
experience
in
"Decolonization in Latin
America: 200 Years of Solitude."
Throughout his piece, Remedi
questioned the ideas of Western
progress and globalization. He
points out the naivete of those

who believe that the world has
entered a new, improved era.
According to his argument,
Latin America never defeated
the powers of colonialism and
imperialism; instead, decolonization failed. Since the early
1800's, the Latin American
countries have attempted to exit
h f l situation but have.

Turning 21 Ain't Too Fun
B Y CHRISTOPHER R.
SANBORN

Features Columnist

"Birthday" used to be synonymous with "fun," or at the very
least with "good." It used to be a
good thing to celebrate one's
birthday, right? The party, the
presents, the friends, oh such
fun! In college, however, birthdays are fun for everyone except
the birthday boy/girl.
Birthdays are lurid scenes of
intense horror and unthinkable
evil. Turning 21 is, as we all very
well know, the most evil of them
all.
1 wonder if the current ritual
for celebrating a 21st birthday is
a new cultural phenomenon, or
whether it is has endured the
test of time. 1 can offer no proof
either way, so 1 will merely give
a brief description of what goes
on today.
If anybody from a previous
generation observes some discrepancy between the two experiences, may that person feel
obliged to come forward and
enlighten us.
•:iV ;,••.,
•' t h e typical 1998 21st birthday party has all the basic components of any other party.
There is an assemblage .of
friends, a festive environment,
and refreshments for all to enjoy. There are games being
played,,jokes being told.
The man/woman of the hour
is presented with gifts and
praises. Flattering; stories are
told on his/her behalf. A birthday song is sung; a birthday
cake' adorned with sparkling
candles is presented. At the end
of the party, those who attended

the celebration are bid farewell
with a parting gift.
On the surface, a modern day21st birthday party is pretty,
normal. There are however, a
few aberrations from the tradition model. There is a gathering
of people. Some are familiar
with the person whose birthday
is being celebrated, others are
simply in search of another way
to get wasted. Refreshments are
served, although in this case the
only refreshments available are
cheap whiskey and warm beer.
Games are being played, but
the only game anybody really
seems to be playing is "asshole."
Jokesare being told, but usually
at the expense of the birthday
boy/girl. The man/woman of
the hour is presented with gifts
that include, and are limited to,
countless shots of hard alcohol.
Flattering stories are told, usually about how the birthday
boy/girl was a champ for nearly
dying from alcohol poisoning
the previous year on their 20th
birthday.
A birthday song is sung, but
usually the birthday boy/girls
. sings it in gibberish at the end
of the night when,it has been
sung four times already. The
birthday cake is nicely replaced
by a lethal row of flaming shots
of Bacardi 151.
And at the end of the party,
the guests look upon the now
half-naked, babbling shell of a
human being whose birthday
was just "celebrated", and they
leave with the warm and comforting feeling coming from the
voice in. their head that says,
"Thank God. that's hot me."
I miss the good old days. I
miss the party hats, the plastic

and the artistry of the African
film directors and producers.
Each presentation introduced the audience to the dilemmas of the colonized
nations and peoples, and chal-

According to Professor Cliff, growing up in a perplexed civilization
in Jamaica molded her peculiar self. It is the same for all children
of a colonized society.

We force our ideologies, our language, our culture, our
Americanisms on the peoples of Latin America, the Caribbean,
Asia, Europe, and the Middle East in order to "civilize" them. We
civilize by colonizing and by controlling.
controlling. That was the way Telephone To Heaven, these coloof the past and it still is the way nized children are fragmented,
of the present as thedamaged, and incomplete.
Decolonization Series' faculty They can only reclaim their
speakers declared last Thursday. identities in death, in which the
The Allan K. Smith Professor of scars of imperialism may fiEnglish Language and Litera- nally be buried and they can
ture Michelle Cliff, Assistant reconnect with their homeland,
Professor of. Modern Languages its'.knowledge and its. beauty.
dlA
G
d
Her work demonstrates the

yet to succeed. Unfortunately,
neither national independence
nor capitalism have developed
the desired democracy; neocolonialism and heo-imperialism
reemerged.- Hence, history re-

plates, the Carvel ice cream
cakes, the clowns, the party favors, the childhood, the innocence, the fun. Where in God's
name has it all gone? What cultural force moves us to endure
massive physical bodily harm
on our 21st birthday?
1 doubt many of us wake up
the morning we tur n 21 and say,
"Hmmmm, I think I will throw
up tonight. Yes, that sounds
nice, I'll do that." This sounds
ridiculous, but we do it. And
we'd do it again.
I personally blame the United
States government for this unfortunate situation. By depriving me of legal access to alcohol,
while at the same time bestowing me with the responsibility
of fighting and dying for my
country, 1 am presented with a
moral dilemma.
My confusion is then logically manifested by my transformation from a normal
person to an utter disgrace of
everything holy. In other words,
since I have been an adult for
three years in the eyes of the law
but still have not been allowed
to have a drink at a bar, 1 feel the
need to make up for those three
years in one night.
Maybe I am wrong. Maybe I
and my generation should simply take responsibility for
drinking too much on one particular night. But in these modern 21st birthday celebrations
there is a pattern. And in every
cultural pattern there is a reason. A reason gives us someone
to blame. So I blame Uncle Sam;
'.. Until he gets his priorities
straightened out, I'll not wonder
why I was so drunk last week,
when I turned twenty-one.

peats itself.
On a lighter note, Sonia Lee
presented how the cinema affects nation building in
"Postcolonial Frames: Remarks
on Francophone Cinema." She
began with an explanation of
the history of film in Africa, its
censure for anticolonial ideas,
its paternalistic support by
former colonial powers, and its
exclusively regional context.
Lee discussed the themes and
conflicts between tradition and
modernity, females and males,
and politics and society. In addition, she noted how African
filmmakers have departed from
depicting beauty of the past;
now focusing on the challenges
of a restless population and
. various social issues including
polygamy, misogyny, and
witchcraft. In her presentation,
Lee included some film clips to
give the audience a glimpse of
the Francophone African cinema. Contrary to what some
may assume, these film clips
displayed the humor, the drama,

lenged the audience's thinking.
The panel demonstrated that
the silence of these cultures
through censure and lack of distribution of art, cinema, and literature is a subtle form of
imperialism. While we may
want to believe that life is improving in these post-colonial
countries, we must open our
eyes to reality and our ears to the
truth.

February 5
McCook Aud.
Film
&
Discussion:
"Battle For Algiers"

7:00 PM

JOKES OF THE WEEK
Q. Bill and Hillary are on a sinking boat.
Who gets saved?
A. The nation.
Q. What did the band play at Clinton's
inauguration?
A. Inhale to the chief.

Q. What's the difference between a Bill
Clinton and a carp?
A. One's a scum sucking bottom feeder,
and the other's a fish.
Q. Why is Bill Clinton diverting federal
funds from improving schools to
improving jails?
A. Because when his term is through, he
won't be going to school.
Q. What's the best place to photograph
Clinton Administration Officials?
A. A police lineup.
Q. If called to testify in a trial, how long will
it be before Clinton commits perjury?
A. When he's sworn in.
Q. Why is Clinton prone to losing his
-

v o i c e ?

.

.
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A. He keeps having to eat his words.

•

•
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A Strong Arm In The English Department
Professor Hank Lewis Talks About Trinity -Its Past And Present
work outside of the classroom connect The second two years I focused on aca- a supreme complement as he was a
with
your agenda as a professor?
demics and intellectual pursuit, reclaim- former professor who valued my work as
Features Writer
A teacher serves as a coach. I want to ing an important social and cultural a teacher. 1 think in general that my old
push the students to be as good as they lesson that I feel I left in the first two professors would be happy to see their
Prof. Hank Lewis is the Assistant Prof, can be. While 1 feel that many students years. When I left here, I don't think I hopes for me confirmed.
of Creative Writing In Fiction at the are talented here, I do think that there are was ever going to return. I've had to comWriting Center. He graduated from Trin- some talented writing students who partmentalize some of the anxieties that
Many creative writing majors harbor
ity College in 1989 and received a Mas- don't work that hard. They write a first I had when 1 left, knowing that there anxieties about the future of their writter of Fine Arts degree from the draft, but it's not a finished draft. Now were people here who were welcoming ingandfear that the marketfor writers is
University of Virginia in 1994. Awards it's my job to make them go a step fur- to me.
very competitive and dangerous. Some
for his work include Univ of Virginia's ther. Simply beWhat made me fear that without an MBA, they will never
Balch Prize as well as winning the 1993 ing talented is
come back was that succeed as a writer What advice can you
Sonja H. Stone Fiction contest. His com- one thing. PutTrinity was an insti- give to the worried student?
pilation of short stories, "In the Arms of ting those talents
Writing is a craft, not a job. You need
tution where things
Our Elders," is available in the Trinity constantly into
were happening not be writing for money to be writing.
challenge, conCollege Library.
that 1 wanted to be There are certainly many precedents of
stantly into quesa part of. Trinity is writers who held other jobs: Anton
You graduated from Trinity in 1989. tion, is what you
doing things that I Chekov was a doctor, Wallace Stevens
What is the biggest difference between must do.
was really im- used to work over at The Hartford. Secthe students that you have encountered
College affords
pressed with. I've retary of Defense, William Cohen is a
thus far in your professorship at Trinity, you the ability to
challenged myself writer and poet.
compared to when you were a student in "risk"
work.
Whether you become successful or
to make sure that I
What I mean by
1989?
didn't hold onto not entirely depends on you. What deI wasn't necessarily a model student "risk" working, is
some of the anxi- termines what's published these days is
when I was here.. .1 don't think I under- the chance to
eties that I left here not necessarily what's quality. It often
stood why I was in college and I was al- work very hard
with in 1989 and depends upon what sells, what's marketways challenged by the intelligence of and get a C. But
constantly tell my- able and what's hot for the moment.
that C won't matthe students here.
Not many writers today make their
self "I'm a faculty
It was a difficult thing for me as a stu- ter twenty years
member." I'm proud living strictly by writing. Many teach
dent when I first arrived, coming from down the road.
to be here as a.part as well or hold other jobs. I don't think
the south. I was coming from a differ- What you have
of what might going to graduate school and getting a
Masters in Fiction will guarantee you a
ent economic background and racial done is you've
change.
job. It won't. Most times it will guaranbackground than the majority of the stu- worked towards
dents here. I found the intellectual level success.
What would your tee you a job in teaching Creative writCHRIS EDEN
I push students Hank Lewis, Visiting Professor
to often be intimidating.
old professors say ing.
It's easy to write what you know will
I played soccer because that's what I the same way I
now that you've rethought I was about. I didn't think of push myself in writing. I often tell my- turned to Trinity as a colleague of theirs? get published. But in the end, you won't
I would say Pfeil knew what I could be writing for yourself. If you know you
myself as a student until my Junior and self, "good enough is not good enough." I
Senior years. There were many more stu- don't tell that to students, but I am cer- accomplish as a writer. I'm probably want to write, I don't think you need to
dents that were as engaged or more in- tainly demanding for a 200 level class. more surprised that I'm here than he is. worry about when you write it. I think a
That comes from my own background While he was confident in his own lot of people think they're not writers
tensely engaged in these latter years.
When I was here, there were no distri- in a number of ways. In a constructive teaching style, there were things that I because they haven't been published. I
bution requirements, therefore my aca- way: I am not necessarily a genius of a was doing as a teacher that he had never think you're a writer if you are diligently
demic focus was narrow. I think, by person and I've always been a plotter and thought of and was going to implement committed to the idea of writing and
virtue of the distribution requirements, a worker. So, 1 always feel that regard- in his own teaching style. To me that was writing for yourself.
students are becoming more well- less of who you are, whatever level, hard
,' •YcttificTed. 1 have students coming into work will always produce better work. I
my classes who are able to incorporate spent a lot of my life playing sports and
things all across the board of academics. hard work was something I was used to.
From a more insistent sense, I think
That's a great thing,
I think the information age has coming up in private academic environwould be worthy of attention, even if not
, vaulted us into such an efficient way of ments from tenth grade or so, there's alBY JULIANNA BOGDANSKI
everyone thinks so.
learning and teaching that students now ways been the perception that an
Features Editor
We print what we receive, and in case
have a resource electronically to make African American male perhaps would
you
haven't noticed, we receive articles
not
be
proficient
in
English.
them both more powerfully gifted intelThis week, The Tripod received nu- from the same handful of writers every
Even now, it's a frustration when
lectually, but also sometimes less diligent in scholarship. One can type in the people see that I teach English and ask merous Letters to the Editor, many of week. We love our writers. They are good
words and get what you need, as opposed "What grade to you teach?" and I reply, which were in .regards to the quality of to us. They have even become "columto going to the card catalog. I don't think "Actually, I teach at the collegiate level.*' The Tripod in its various sections. Real- nists" due to their weekly contributions.
that is unique to Trinity students, as it's And there's always a second take. I've izing that there may be some confusion These good people give us material to
always been aware that you-have to work as to the purpose of the paper, or at least print. You don't. So again, if you want
happening everywhere.
In terms of writing students, there are hard to ohow that you're capable. Ev- particular sections, I felt the need to con- change, be a part of it. Take 45 minutes
template this matter further.
to write something that you think othmore students that are genuinely inter- eryone has to experience this.
Though
I
cannot
speak
for
the
paper
ers
want to read.
The
lesson
of
my
life
is
that
you
can
ested and gifted in creative writing at
In order to make our section more
Trinity now as opposed to when I was meet life best by working hard. While I itself, nor can I speak for the rest of the
here. The student work I'm looking at would never wish ultimate and complete staff, I would like to take this opportu- reputable, which we have been trying to
blows the work that I was doing as a stu- discomfort on a student, I think that part
dent out of the water. The combination of the educational process should be
Though / cannot speak for the paper itself, nor can I
of the students being more committed to wrought through challenge and stepspeak for the rest of the staff, 1 would like to take this
writing, plus the continued support of ping outside what is comfortable.
opportunity to reflect on the purpose of the Features
I see my role as challenging the stuthe English department through bringr
BY T.K. MACKAY

A Mission Statement To Trinity:

You Are Responsible

College affords you the ability to "risk" work. What
I mean by "risk" working, is the chance to work very
hard and get a C. But that C won't matter twenty
years down the road. What you have done is you've
worked towards success.
ing in new professors and initiating new
positions in the department has greatly
strengthened the writing program. I've
taught at four undergraduate institutions now, and I would say that while
Trinity is not the most well known as an
undergraduate program, it is certainly
the strongest I've seen.
Your collection of short stories, "In the
Arms of Our Elders," touches an very serious themes. Also, students describe
your teaching style as "intense and demanding"; that is more challenging than
one might expect in an introductory writing or literature class. How does your

Section.

nity to reflect on the purpose of the Features Section.
I would like to begin by saying that
there is no format set in stone here with
our Features Section. If you would like
to contribute something which you feel
dents in areas of race, class and gender, is more worthy of publication than what
because in the real world, no one will ask some have expressed as solely "comedic"
them to do that again. There's an im- in purpose, please, by all means, make
mense amount of care behind my chal- this the paper you have imagined and
lenge. We need\to, as a Liberal Arts contribute!
' .'.;•'.•
college, produce individuals that, once
Here
at
Features
Headquarters, we
on their own, will challenge their world1 hope to fill our pages with a variety of
as well as themselves.
articles. This depends, however, on contributions to our sections. And, we are
Since comingtoTrinity,what havebeen not The New York Times;, we don't cover
some ofthe changes yoii've hadtomakein world events, per se.
order to challenge yourself?
Features is, what we like to term, "the
It's been an odd thing to be back here. college section." We print exaggerated
I look back, at ray college experience in truth. Students can write freely about
two moments: The first two years I fo- issues, in a way that pokes fun, at times,
cused a lot of attention on play ing sports. in order to express a point they feel

do (and believe me it is often tedious), we
have plans for change that are in the
works, including a weekly interview
with new professors.
We are trying out new things to keep
you, the reader, happy and interested.
Some work, some don't. '
And to comment on the Application
to Trinity which we printed last issue, it
was based oh' a negative stereotype of
Trinity students, which is however, based
on a majority. Again, if you laughed at it
or not, it made you think about Trinity,
and caused a reaction, which was the
point.
We at Features Headquarters welcome
any suggestions you might have, and
unless you voice them, we won't know
what you really, really want. And we, as
the "fun" section, which we know everyone turns to first, know that a paper that
nobody reads is, well, useless.

<••
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Top Ten Best Pick Up Lines
. / •

.

\ "

10. The view of the stars from the Main Quad is amazing.
Wanna take a look-see?
9. If you get me a beer, my roommate will hook up with
you
8. You're cute. Wanna see my loft?
7. I'm a senior.
6. Come to my room for a second. I really heed to show
you this amazing poster.
5. Vm. all foy eQual rigfcts. Let's go back to your place
4. I'm a f reshma
3. rm locked o

!e to your room?

2 Tm drunk.
Thankfully, Panxatawnie Phil saw his

SARAH BEITENCOURT

shadow.

1 Our bedroom d<x>is loci; Vre have-beer in the fridge,
and we have Nintendo 64.

1

Sister Mvewjlass
Tarot Card
j

g

GENERAL READING: This week friends and neighbors;
hb lall readings are stacked against t\)e W^eef of fortune {changingcycles), the Unknowable Card of Mystery, and Justice {balance). To get an idea of \)ow the astral
plane feels rigfet now, blmd\o[b your&d\, spin around until you get d\rz.y} and laugh when you fall down.
5CORHO

? TAURUS

'OCT25-NOV21
This week smacks of temptation for all
my little Scorpios. The Devil (temptation) is softly beguiling you away from
the rational sane goals you've been setting for yourself, and asking you to get
a little bit ridiculous. While I wouldn't
advise joining the circus to escape the
Man, it might be a good idea to listen
to your creative instincts this week, in
full strength under the Page of Rods.

SAGITTARIUS ,
NOVZZ-DE.CZ'1
As the voice from the moon gathers
strength and power inside us, we feel
ourselves gently withdrawing from
the physical and mundane world and
turning to that which is intangible.
This week, the King of Rods, avatar of
creative intuition, is taking you away
from the world (the Eight of Cups) and
acting as your guide on a shamanic
journey into the unknown.

APR 20-MAY 20

The Card of Bondage is in ascendancy
in your suit this week, Aquarius. But
before you start giggling and taking
out the handcuffs, I'll clue you in: the
Eight of Swords this week has nothing
to do with kinky sex. Instead, it refers
to an emotional state of peace you are
going to find in your home as you
slowly shake off the chains that have
been holding you down.

: Tiscts
TUb l ? - MAR zo

Intelligent advice which comes from
experience is often worth taking. This
week, Pisces boys and girls, I suggest
you listen to the advice of that smart
guy Friday you hang out with. Your
history together indicates he really is
in a position to speak absolute and
helpful truth to you.

CAPRICORN

ARIE.5

DE.C22-JAN \9

MAR21 -AfR 1?

February is.month number two. Two
is the number of balance in opposition.
Capricorns, I advise you to consider
very carefully this month all things in
your life which seem to be in a balance
of opposition, and cultivate shades of
gray in between. Balance, while it lasts,
is a beautiful achievement. But it is difficult to permanently maintain, I see
you in a deep state of regret (the Five
of Cups) unless you begin to more
firmly support yourself (the Two of
Pentacles).

The Temperance card represents an
ability to blend and synthesize diverse
experiences and substances within the
laboratory of your self. It is a card of
Faith. However, this week I see your
Temperance being slightly bamboozled by your own self mistrust (The
Seven of Swords). If you're lacking in
self-conf idencethis week, I suggest you
fake a little bravado and see where it
leads.

The Moon is an ever-changing entity, This week, your apparent mastery over
mysterious, cold, and wise. It is ah an- the creative force has been blunted by
cient deity, giver of fertility, creativity, your inability to get out of bed. Wake
and dreams. This week, the Moon be- up and smell the coffee, Leos. The new
comes a romantic, visiting you in your millennium is only two years away.
bed as you sleep, dressing the stage of When future historians look back at
your mind in lavish colors. The moon this extremely weird time, will they
comes this week to tickle your fancy leave out an account of your life beand to make love to your soul. Leave cause it was too boring to read?
your curtains undrawn at night as you
sleep, and listen to the Moon.

Hit

GEMINI
MAY 21 -JUN2O

You might be feeling a little low and
stupid this week, Gemini, but I'll give
you a little free advice (that is, costing
nothing unless you take it). That little
voice telling you that you're insignificant and weak is a fibber. In fact, every
day of the coming week will be ripe
with creative matrix. Don't get depressed. Get artistic.

You've got to love that feeling when you
can dispense painful yet true advice
from a position of absolute moral authority. Given, the people you're talking to might find your newfound piety
nauseating in the extreme. But if you
speak truth for truth's sake, and mince
no words for the sake of love, then
speak on. It's about time someone said
what was really on their mind instead
of forgiving all the rank crap the world
on occasion dishes out.

LIBRA
SE.PT 2 5 - O C T
I see two people on either side of you.
One is brave, dashing, young, and brutally honest. He's a blunt kind of guy.
The other one is quiet, contemplative,
withdrawn yet magical. She is not a
normal woman. Together, the three of
you will form an unbroken circle out
of which you will gain enormous
strength.

The little talk you had with your
mamma sure paid off. I don't know
quite how it worked, but both of you
walked away satisfied. The High
Priestess, feminine force of fertility and
growth, is arranged over the Five of
Pentacles Reversed (waning feelings of
insecurity). Next step? Filing your
own tax return.

.

..• r
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"Hold On To Sixteen As Long As You Can"
BY JENNIFER GERARD

Features Columnist
As college students, we constantly find ourselves reverting
back to our childhood. There is
never anything wrong with
wanting to go back to a time of
afternoon snacks and midday
naps, but there comes a time
when we all have to move forward into adulthood. And I, for
one, admit that 1 am willing to
remain a kid for as long as possible.
1 am unable to call myself an
adult, even though I am 21 years
old. I find it impossible to call
myself a woman. Rather, I assume the category of "girl." For
my 21st birthday, I got Nintendo
64 from my Dad.
I just bought a Disney CD.
And I like, to wear ribbons in
my hair. Does this make nie'a '
bad person? I don't think so. I
think it makes me just like any
other college student.
So maybe, you didn't buy "The
Princess • Collection" ; from
Disney or it's been a good ten
years since the last time you tied
a bow in your 'haircut all.of you
want to go back to the "good ol'
days." Remember the beautifu,}innocence we once lived .ih| •._• ;
Remember the days when'
doing the back pageof Highlights was a major assignment?
Remember graham crackers
and apple juice at the end of the

day? Things have changed for ing. 1 opened the door to my old
us. Now the major assignments bedroom only to find it had beare more along the lines of a 20 come a storage room. My room
page research paper, and we are was filled with winter clothes,
on our own for afternoon summer clothes, and, of course,
snacks.
the unused NordicTrac.
Now we spend our days napMy parents were shocked to
ping, playing video games, and discover that it even bothered
sometimes doing
homework. But
wait, isn't that
what we used to
do in second
grade? However,
things have definitely changed.
Now, play time involves a little beer,
a little music, and
lots of boy-girl interaction.
No matter how
many
things
change, we are always trying, to
keep it" the same.
Change is scary,
and .we, as college
students, are on
the brink of the
biggest change in
our lives. We all;
left home looking
for a new freedom',
riewfriends, "bigger parties, an4 in- These were the real glory days.
t e 1'1'ec t y a 1

'

stimulation, of course. But none
of us ever thought that home
would change, too.
Freshman year, my first return home was for Thanksgiv-

one's childhood bedroom. All same time. As soon as you beparents should know that it is a come an upperclassman, you
realm to remain untouched. have no qualms about acting
Even if they want to use your like a fool at a party or in the
room as a guest room, make sure middle of Mather. It's the time
they leave the stuffed animals when you realize that you only
alone.
have so many more days to act
Many of us have brought this way. But acting like a kid
those stuffed ani- isn't quite as fun as remembermals to Trinity. ing what it was like to be one.
Every one of my
We all have little physical
roommates has at memories of the past in our
least two stuffed rooms. Most of us have our high
animals on her school yearbook here and a
bed.
This is drawer full of photos from high
mostly a female school and beyond. Allot this
trend, just as the is very normal, but we all have
video game trend to admit that all of this is our
is predominantly way of holding on to our youth.
male, but there
The future is scary, especially
are always excep- since most of ; us have come to
tions.
the realization that a job at the
. I recently read local fast food chain is out there
that guys are waiting for us.
turned off by a
Nobody wants to grow up,
zoo of stuffed ani- but everyone eventually does. 1
mals in a girl's feel that none of us should even
room, but here's a pretend to be grown-ups until
hint guys: most after graduation. And trust me,
girls would love there are a lot of you out there
to walk into a who pretend to be grown-up,
guy's room -and:. * but you're really jiist as-immasee his favorite ture as the rest of us.' .-•'• ':"
. .
teddy bear.from
One of the best ad campaigns
••"'.
first grade on his was for Toys 'R Us. We all know
WWWOYSTJQM bed. That will get the song,.and we all kno\v how
' , >.
, '•. ' you more points K true, it: is.: "I don't wanna grow
• me. I was so ready to escape the than having glow-in-the-dark: ;• up. I'm a Toys 'R Us kid. There's
a million toys at Toys 'R Us. that
home 1 had lived in for 18 years, stars on your ceiling.
that they thought I would wel-. .'. Everyone.says that guys and; I could play with." I'll see you
come any changes. But there is girls mature at different rates, there, meet me in the video
just something, sacr.ed about but we all de-mature at the game aisle,:

The Overflow Room: It Held An Entire Village
"•* Where The Lucky Blue Ticket Recipients Watched The First Lady Speak
friends. A complete stranger
even sat down with a friend of
Features Editor
mine to.get a seat, despite the
.: fact that she did not know him
•We'll,- it's not every day that and did not care to remedy that
the First Lady comes to visit our situation. He moved.
Finally the panel discussion
little school. For the fe days before her visit, people were pre- began. Just as things started to
. paring for the arrival of Hillary get good, we heard,over the loud
Rodham Clinton. Now that she '••. speaker this message: "In ten
has come and gone, it is neces- minutes, B&G will begin to
sary to reflect just what went on move all the furniture put in"-.,
in the "Overflow Room" where eluding the tables and chairs to.
the little people, like me and the make more standing room." If
rest-of the student body, got to you were there, you know just
watch on monitors the panel how-crowded ir was at this
that was going on just upstairs, point. My friends and I did not
The lottery was a shrewd one. move yet. Instead, we wondered
People were searching for tick- about the sensibility of moving
ets everywhere, hoping to get everyone into Mather and then
the chance to shake Mrs. moving the furniture out. Soon
Clinton's hand. First was Mary B&G came, and 1 would hot give
Conneely's e-mail lottery which up my seat. It was mine, 1 stole
left me empty-handed. Then it, I earned it, and hell would
freeze over before I gave it up to
there was The Tripod lottery
someone else. We hung onto
that once again, left me emptyour seats and did notallowanyhanded. Finally, the answer to one to share them with us anymy prayers came by way of an more. ' " ' • •
early morning ph6ne call from
A half an hour later, we noMs. Conneely telling me that I
can go and take part of the fes- ticed some members of the
tivities in Mather Hall at 1:00. .1 press conversing with B&G.
Apparently, the press was going
was thrilled.
At 12:30, my roommate and I to need some room to cover the
decided to go early to get a good scene when Mrs. Clinton comes
seat. Upon arrival behind the down to talk to us little people,
curtains which separated the We were then informed, not
"big" side of Mather from the asked, that we would have to
"freshmen" side of Mather, it move about fifteen feet back. I
was made aware to the both of didn't know what kind of crack
us that we would not get good they were smoking at that time;
seats. For the next half an hour, but there was no way we were
moving five feet. One member
it became more and more
of the press was just a bit too
crowded until we felt like we
snooty for my taste, arid I asked
were at The Tap on a Thursday her politely to use the word
night, without the beer. We "Please." After all, we pay a tustole some chairs, moved some ition to go here and therefore
posts, and got seats in the front. this campus is as much mine
Seats were scarce, and soon we ••ancPyotirs as'it is President"••'•
fbuncfourselves' sh'anhg'^with •
BY LINDA PACYLOWSKI

Dobelle's. Does Channel 3 pay
tuition? No, therefore they
should have performed their job
without inconveniencing us,
not the other way around.
: The press moved, in some
tables, barricaded their little
"press area" off, and we sat.down
on our. well protected seats a
compromised ten feet back
from where we started off. The
panel was over, and Hillary was .
on her way. We turned around,
moved our seats forward with
the crowd, and standed on them
to see. The seats were well
worth protectingnow, as we got
the chance to see Hillary raise
her Trinity hat high and lie
about how much she had
wanted to see Trinity.
Everyone strained their heads
to see our First Lady, and the
tables that were "reserved" for
the press were taken over by students. Yet this did not seem to
bother the press, since they
never sought to use them and
FILE PHOTO
we were all packed in like sar- Just one of the many in the "Overflow Room"
dines for nothing.
boost.
than listen to people rattle on
And then it was over. She es- about their lives rather than ask
We all anxiously waited for
her to say something about her caped through the kitchen and a question like they were suphusband's "alleged" philander- left Hartford, as quickly as she posed to. I won my ticket
ing, but then realized that she came. It was like being at Late through a lottery, but they were
probably, felt threatened since Night when Campus Safety giving away tickets at the door
most of us were of the age that comes to bust up the party.
anyway.
the president seems to enjoy
Some people lingered in
Sure, maybe if lwas a VIP and
most.
hopes that she would come got to take a picture with the
Then Mrs. Clinton left the back, some bolted quickly to get woman, I might think that the
podium and began to shake stu- out of the way of others. And entire event was a little more
dents' hands. It was like the the rest, like me, just waited for interesting than it really was.
Pope was visiting, everyone the crowd to move our way be- But it was exciting to see the Sewanted to touch her. Elbows fore we jumped in.
cret Service Agents ordering
were thrown, people were
In the end, being in the "Over- Campus Safety officers around.
pushed out of the way, so that flow Room" was an event made And it did get me out of half my
they could say that they shook more interesting by the inge- day's worth of classes./
hands with the First Lady. I niousness of B&G, then the ac- : For that, I thank Mrs. Clinton
stood from my chair, out of tual discussion on child care. It and hope that she willreturn
harm's way, and watched this was more exciting to see what more often to the'eampus.that
li ttle lady get Her"celebrity ego " :B&G would make us'"dS" next, she Has "always wanted to see."
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LECTURES
Trinity
"London Bridge Is Falling
Down, Falling Down, Falling
Down"
Well, I guess even the best dancers
take their falls every once in a while.
Around Trinity was lucky enough to
have witnessed an early evening
party foul at the Party Barn on Friday night. A couple of freshmen girls
were dancing on a table near the DJ
on stage when all of a sudden, one
jump too many caused the table to
collapse to the floor And I thought
the line was "the walls come tumbling down."

Shut Up! People Are Trying To
Sleep!
Late Thursday night, Around Trinity noticed a small group of sorority
girls singing and running around in
a drunken mess around the North
side of campus. Although all the lyrics could not be understood, during
one of their songs sung up to a room
in Vernon Place, one line overheard
went, "You take your boyfriend
around the corner..." AT didn't need
to hear the rest to know what these
naughty girls meant,

Tuesday, February 10

Hey, That's My Tap!
Ceilidh apparently suffered Saturday evening. Around Trinity overheard someone calling in
desperation for a tap. Members of
this Highland club made numerous
phone calls to residents of Ogilby
dorm in order to borrow a tap from
St. Anthony Hall. Here's a bit of advice for you bagpipers, not everyone
who lives in Ogilby is in The Hall,
and for those who aren't—they most
likely didn't pack one up from home.
Around Trinity would like to
-apologize for the lack of entries.
Even the best of us get colds every
now and then. AT did not make it
out this weekend

I

-A

J

7:30 PM

"Technology and the Learning of the Future,"
the first panel discussion in the "Learning the
Future: The Future of Learning" series of lectures
and discussions sponsored by the Center for Collaborative Teaching. The series, presented this
spring, will consist of six lectures and three panel
discussions. This panel discussion will be presented in McCook Auditorium.

Wednesday, February 11

4:00 PM

Trinty College presents a lecture entitled "Privilege arid Prejudice: The Position of Jews in the
Labor of Soviet Russia" by Professor of Sociology
Michael Sacks, as part of the.Faculty Lecture Series. This lecture will be held in the Faculty Club
of Hamlin Hall. Admission is free.

Wednesday, February 12

Cliapel Happenmgs
Wednesday, February 4
:•. .... 12:00PM: >
:
:
• ,'-'.

:

:4:30 PM;

7:00PM

:

People of Goodwill
The singing group People of Goodwill will be
performing Wednesday, February 4 at the Bistro.
The performance will begin at 9:00 PM; admission is free.

Thanks for the Memory
"Thanks for the Memory: An Intimate Revue
of American Popular Song" will be presented
Friday and Saturday, February 7 and 8, at 8:00 PM
in Garmany Hall of Austin Arts Center. Created
by Ryan Mooore '98 and Christopher Moses '98,
this nostalgic look at Classic American popular
song will include works by the Gershwins, Irving Berlin, Cole Porter, Dorothy Fieldsjimmy Von
Heusen, Jule Styne, Alec Wilder and others, performed by Mr. Moore, Mr. Moses, Amie Duffy '98
and Sara Jaffe '98. Admission is free.

7:00 PM

Trinity welcomes the executive director of
Feministsfor Life ofAmerica, Serrin M. Foster. Ms.
Forester has championed those who cannot speak
for themselves for the past fourteen years. She
comes to Trinity to speak .on behalf of unborn
children and their mothers. Ms. Foster brings
with her a message of hope and empowerment
for women. Ms. Foster will speak in Terrace
Rooms B and C. All are welcome

; : :Roman Catholic Mass
"• G r y p t C h a p e l ; • ' : ' [ . .

Organ Recital
American Concert Organist Stewart Wayne
Forester, winner of the first Dallas International
Organ Competition, will be performing Sunday,
February 8 at 3:00 PM in the Chapel. Free tickets
with Trinity ID; non-Trinity admission: $5.00 general, $3.00 students &r 60+ with ID.

The Dirty Dozen
The Dirty Dozen will be performing at the
Campus Center Frontroom of Amherst College
on Thursday, February 12. Doors open at 7:30 PM;
show begins at 8:00 PM. $10.00 general admission, $5.00 with Amherst ID. Call Protix at (860)
422-0000 for more information.

Bernie Mac
Meditation •.;
'Crypt-Chapel

•."•'.'•; ; ; : % s p e r s S e r v i c e

:;:C|ypt Chapel :v

HPD Blue Takes On You
Since when do the Hartford Police
Department have the time to monitor the party habits of Trinity students? You'd think they'd have more
things to keep themselves busy with
than busting up a harmless fight in
a Long Walk dorm. Saturday night,
Hartford PD beat Campus Safety to
the punch by busting up a party and
sending everyone home. I guess it
was free reign for all of Frog Hollow's
gangs that night.

THE TRINITY TRIPOD - FEBRUAR Y 3,1998

Bernie Mac will be performing at The Palace
Theater on Friday, February 13 at 8:00 PM. Tickets range from $24.50 to $27.50. Call Protix at
(860) 422-0000 for more information.

.•••-,

Marion Meadows
Marion Meadows will present a "Pleasure" CD/
Album Release Concert at the Palace Theater on
Saturday, February 14 at 8:00 PM. Tickets range,
from $15.50 to $19.50. Call Protix at (860) 4220000 for more information.

CINESTUDIO
The Full Monty

Wed.-Sat, February 4-7
Sat, February 7

7:30 PM
2:30 PM

(Britain, 1997) Directed by Peter Cattaneo. Screenplay by Simon Beaufoy. Cast: Robert Carlyle, Tom Wilkinson,
Hugo Speer, Steve Huison, Paul Barber. Cinestudio is pleased to present on the big screen the most surprising hit
movie to come out of England in recent memory. With no Shakespeare, no lush country estates and no Scots shooting up, The Full Monty has engaged audiences with its story of unemployed steelworkers in Sheffield who still
want some respect. A born promoter named Gaz (Robert Carlyle of Trainspotting and Riff Raff) gets the near-luna-,
tic idea of getting his depressed mates back into shape, and turning them into Chippendale-style dancers. As they
practice their steps and grapple with the concept of baring it all for the finale, the men begin to rebuild their badly
damaged self esteem. 95 min.

Soul Food

Fri.-Sat, February 6-7

9:35 PM

(1997) Written and directed by George Tillman, Jr. Cast: Vanessa L. Williams, Viveca A. Fox, Nia Long, Michael
Beach, Mekhi Phifer, Irma P. Hall. Young writer/director George Tillman names his grandmother as the inspiration
behind SoulFood, and it is the longing for family that gives the film its emotional punch. Each week, an AfricanAmerican family in Chicago gets together for a traditional Sunday dinner, prepared by ailing matriarch Mother Joe
(Irma P. Hall). Over the mouth-watering plates of cornbread, collards, black eyed-peas and fried chicken, Mother
Joe referees the conflicts between her three daughters and their mates. The ensemble cast is excellent, with scenestealing performances from Clockers' Mehki Phifer. Joining films like First Night and Babette's Feast, Soul Food
shows how food, prepared with love, can feed the mind, body and soul. 120 min.

Lilies

Sun., February 8

2:30 PM

Sun.-Tues., February 8-10 7:30 PM
(Canada, 1997) Director: John Greyson. Screenplay by Michel Marc Bouchard, based on his play. Cast Brent Carver,
Marcel Sabourin,Jason Cadieux, Danny Gilmore. There has been a great buzz coming out of the film festivals about
the new film by John Greyson, the innovative director of.Zero Patience. With all of the roles, male and female.being
performed by men, it tells the story of a Catholic bishop who goes to hear theconfession of a man on death row.
Inside the prison, the inmates force him to watch a play about his own past, when he broke up a love affair between
two passionate teenage boys. "Aglimpse of a kind of adolescent passion that everyone should have experienced but
few do" Lawrence Chua, Out Magazine. Winner of the Best Film Award at the Canadian Oscars. AHART FORD
PREMIERE 95 min. The matinee showing of LILIES Sunday Feb 8 is a benefit for The Connecticut Gay & Lesbian
Film Festival. ADMISSION FOR THIS SCREENING: $10, Students/Seniors $6.For more information call 586-1136
..-

Compiled by Christine McCarthy McMorris
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Xica
The Latin American and Spanish Film Series
presents Xica, a film by Brazilian director Carlos
Diegues. This film tells the true story of Xica,
an 18th century slave who won freedom and political clout by using the one commodity she had:
her body. Carlos Diegues, a key figure of the Cinema Nuevo movement who directed Quilomba
and Ganga Zumba, brings to Xica an impassioned hatred of injustice. It is this combination
of social crticism and eroticism which has made
Xica one of Brazil's most popular film. This film
will be shown in the Life Sciences Auditorium at
7:30 PM on Wednesday, February 3. A speaker
will be announced.

Battle for Algiers
Battle for Algiers will be shown as part of the
. series, "Decolonization: Painful Transitions in the
Cold War Period." This film will be presented
Thursday, February 5, at 7:00 PM in McCook
Auditorium. Admission is free.

Music In Marble
Trinity College presents "The Art of Agniostico
di Duccio in Renaissance Perugia and Rimini:
Music in Marble" by Ezio Genovesi of the Rhode
Island School of Design. This presentation will
take place in McCook Auditorium; admission is
free.

LEAP

9:30 PM

9:00 PM

10:00 PM

Students interested in technical careers are invited to attend the Tech Expo in Stamford, CT at
the Stamford Sheraton on Thursday, February 5
beginning at 10:00 AM. Attendees will meet, network and interview with top decision makers
from leading technology companies. All candidates are advised to bring a resume and dress
business attire. Call (212) 655-4505 for more information.

Poetry Contest
The Sparrowgrass Poetry Forum is offering 35
cash awards in its new Awards ofPoeticExcel le.nct
poetry contest. All poems entered will also -be
considered for publication in the Fall 1998 edition of Poetic Voices in America, a hardcover anthology. Visit the Sparrowgrass web site at http:/
/ www.tinplace.com/sparrow for more information.

'

Scream 2 (R)
Jackie Brown (R)
Ice Storm (R)

Favorite Flick Night

Chinese New Year Celebra
don; Washington Room

7:30 PM

Love Langston at the Hartford Stage: $10 in SLRC

8:00 PM

ShowBoat at the Bushnell
$12 in SLRC

9:30 PM

Dave Doltz & the Usual
Suspects perform at the
Bistro

Karaoke Night in the Bistro
8:00 PM

Men's Rugby Party
Vernon Center

February 7

HELPUflNTED

7:00 PM
7:30 PM

Do you like computers
or need a worh study Job?
Student Computing Services
Is n@iy hiring! Come to floofn
,115 In HMJWKCC Building for
more Information.

12.25 PM, 2:55 PM, 5:20 PM, 7:40 PM, 10:10 PM, 12:10 AM
4:45 PM, 7:30 PM
12:30 PM, 2:15 PM, 4:15 PM, 7:00 PM, 8:00 PM, 11:45 PM
12:00 PM, 2:30 PM,
12:10 PM, 2:25 PM, 4:30 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:25 PM, 11:35 PM
12:05 PM, 2:20 PM, 4:25 PM
7-50 PM, 10:20 PM, 12:25 AM
12:45 PM, 3:00 PM, 5:10 PM, 7:45 PM, 9:55 PM, 11:55 PM
10:05 PM, 11:50 PM
1:20 PM, 4:10 PM, 7:20 PM, 9;55 PM, 12:15 AM
12-35 PM, 3:40 PM, 8:25 PM, 1130 PM
1-30 PM, 4:20 PM, 7:25 PM, 10:00 PM, 12:40 AM
12-55 PM, 3:50 PM, 7:05 PM, 9:50 PM, 12:25 AM
12-20 PM 2-40 PM, 5:00 PM, 7:15 PM, 9:30 PM, 11:40 PM
12-15 PM 2:45 PM, 5:05 PM, 7:25 PM, 9:45 PM, 12:05 AM
12-50 PM, 3:15 PM, 5:35 PM, 7:55 PM, 10:15 PM

7:10PM, 9:25 PM
9:40 PM

Elm Theater-New Britain Avenue, Next to Webster Bank
:

People of Goodwill
perform in the Bistro;
Jazz sounds and Cajun food

6:00 PM

10:00 PM

Times are valid through Thursday, February 5
Prices $3.50 regular admission ,
For scheduling information, call (860) 666-8489

:

After Dark performs in
theJackson-Smith Bridge

February 6

Times are valid through Thursday, February 5
Prices: $350 regular admission, $2.50 matinees before 6 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 232-2820
7:10 PM, 9:30 PM
,9:20 PM
7:00 PM --

Movie Night, McCook Auditorium: Alien & Aliens
Bits and Pieces of Langston

Washington Room
10:00 PM

TCAC presents Mardi Gras
Hurricanes, Beads & Masks
Vernori Center; $10 at door
, r-AlbjBew I© required -

Classifieds
Earn $750-$1500/ Week
Raise all the money your student group needs by
sponsoring a VISA Fund-raiser on your campus. No
investment & very little time needed.. There's no
obligation, so why not call for information today.
Call 1-800-323-8545x95

Miami only $79 o.w.
Mexico, Caribbean, or San Juan $200 r.t. Europe
$179 o.w. .Other world wide destinations cheap.
ONLY TERRORISTS GET YOU THERE CHEAPER!
Air Tech (212) 219-7000 or (800) 575-TECH. : .
www.airtech.com .

Excellent Extra Income Now!
ENVELOPE STUFFING- $600-$800 every week
Free details: SASEto
International Inc.
, . '
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, New York 11230

Free T-Shirt + $1000
Credit Card fund-raisers for fraternities, sororities,
and other groups. Any campus organization can raise
' up to $1000 by earning a whopping $5.00/VISA
. application. Call 1-800-932-0528 ext 65. Qualified
callers receive FREE T-SHIRT.

Bartending Classes
TIPS National Certification

Newington Theater-40 Cedar in Newton

Scream 2; (R) •
Jackie Brown (R)

.

February 5

Times are valid through Thursday, February 5
Frices,$7.25 regular admission; $4.50 matinees before 6:00 PM
For scheduling information, call (860) 568-8810

:

•

Excess Baggage in the Cave

Showcase Cinema- 936 Silver Lane

2 screens

_

February 4

Tech Expo

Now PLAYING
Wag the Dog (R)
Tomorrow Never Dies (PG-13)
Titanic (PG-13)
StarKid'(PG)
SpiceWorld
Mousehunt (PG)
Phantoms (R)
Hard Rain (R)
Half Baked (R)
Good Will Hunting (R)
Amistad(R)
Fallen (R)
As Good As It Gets (PG-13) .
Deep Rising (R)
Desperate Measures (R)

/

February 3

Trinity students are invited to volunteer with
other young leaders to improve their community.
Leadership, Education, Athletics in Partnership
(LEAP), a private nonprofit organization, is seeking talented youth committed to working as tutors and mentors to children living in Hartford
Public Housing. For more information about this
opportunity, call (860) 951-0767

Special Event: The Nuns' Circle
"The Nun's Circle: Global Re-visioning of
Women in Sacred Practice," a collaborative festival that will include the first-ever creation of a
Buddhist sand mandala by Tibetan nuns outside
of their homeland, as well as a public conference,
a showing of thangka paintings, a film series,
workshops, performances, and a photo exhibition. The festival will continue through Sunday,
March 15. For more information and a complete
^schedule of events, call
^97- 2199.

_

. . . Cosc$180.00 •
. When: Thursday, February 26
Where:Farming ton, Cont. Education
:
• .;.
Time: 6:00 PM- 8:00 PM
Learn today's most popular drinks, opening and
closing duties and everything you neeed to know go
from classroom to work environment immediately u
pon completion of course. The national certification
:. on serving alcohol responsibly (TIPS) is included.
Call (860)677-2139
... .

;
•

For Rent
Southeast Hartford, Available Imeediately
1BR condo W/W carp., W/D, Gas Heat. N/S Pref,
1 Cat OK. $495/ month + utilities
683-2588
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Track Lingers In The Pack Buzzer Beater Rims Out
through some meets."
Three runners were entered in the
Sports Writer
3000, all of whom performed well. The
first Trinity finisher was Todd Markelz
At the Wesleyan Invitation, held this '01 who finished the race in fourth place
past Friday, the men's indoor track team with a time of 9:22. David Kyle '99 also
turned in a number of fine perfor- finished in the top six with a time of 9:45.
mances. The men competed against ap- Adam Forkner ran in an extremely
proximately fifteen teams and finished crowded heat and finished in seventh
in the upper half when team scores were place, with a time of 10:05.
tallied.
The distance team \vas able to earn
Captain David Aucoin '98 was mildly' more points from Erjc Lavigne '98 who
pleased with this performance. Aucoin- competed and scored in both the 1000
said, "We did well, but not great. It is dif- and 1500, races considerably shorter
ficult to perform your best late Friday than those Lavigne is accustomed to.
night after a tough week of school or Lavigne placed fourth in the 1000 and
when you are accustomed to competing sixth in the 1500.
on Saturday. But, overall we did well."
Wrapping up the night on the track
Beginning the night for the men was was the men's 4 x 400 relay. The team
Marc Maccarini '99 in the 55 meter dash. immediately took the lead and.never
Maccarini dominated his heat despite a looked back as they finished in first with
slip out of the blocks and went on to fin- a time of 3:38.
ish in fifth place with a time of 6.88.
Although they were in control of the
Maccarini also performed well in the 200 race, it was a close finish and a battle to
whereJoe E.Tata '00 finished fourth with the end. The team consisted of Aucoin,
a time of 23.8.4.
and juniors James Wright, Peter Young,
Tata commented on his performance. and Benjamin Goss.
Off the track, junior Alfred Olson
"It was a decent run, but not exactly
where I want to be. It was better than I competed in the triple jump as he finhad been doing previously, so I'm mov- ished with a leap of 43' 5.25". This distance places Olson in third place in the
ing in the right direction."
Captain Benjamin Appleyard ran a New England rankings. On Saturday the
gutsy 800 race as he finished in third Men will travel to compete in the
with a time of 2:01. Entering the second Wheaton Invitational.
lap, Appleyard took control of the race
and led thefield until thefinal lapwhere
he was nipped at the line by two other
competitors.
Appleyard, a 1500 runner, was slightly
disappointed in his race, but considered
it "a good run considering that I've been
working hard, at practice. It should pay
off in the. long run, closer to the end of
the season, but for now it means running
BY YOLANDA FLAMINO

eight-game winning streak.
On Saturday the Bantams faced #2
Sports Writer
ranked Middlebury. Hoping to repeat
last year's win over the Panthers the BanIn this week's action the women's bas- tams came out strong in the first half,
ketball team fell to a disappointing 9-4 taking an early ten point lead. A defenrecord. After an exciting buzzer beater sive lapse allowed Middlebury to fight
at Westfield State, the Bantams fell to back and take a 34-31 halftime lead.
top-ranked Williams and Middlebury.
Middlebury maintained a four point lead
In the first game of the week, Trinity throughout the second half. The Banlooked to Gretchen MacColl '00 to lead tams, shooting 50% from the field, played
them against Westfield. With quick post a solid offensive game, paced by Canty
moves and aggressive defense, MacColl (20 points; 7 rebounds) and MacColl (14
contributed 24 points and 10 rebounds. points; 9 rebounds). However, Trinity
The Bantams built a thirteen point lead could not stop Middlebury's Lauren
by half time. However, in the second half Brown who scored 25 points on 50%
they had trouble stopping Westfield's shooting from the floor.
leading scorer,. Amanda Braden, whose
The Bantams found themselves in faoffensive effort helped Westfield close miliar territory when with a minute rethe Bantam's lead. An eleven point ef- maining they trailed by five. A timeout
fort by captain Carolyn Canty '98 (6 re- was called and the Bantams set up a play
bounds) allowed the Bantams to stay in for a three pointer. Successfully running
the game.
the play, the Bantams cut the lead to two.
Up by one with a minute remaining On the next possession downthe floor,
Megan Shutte '00 hit a baseline jumper Shutte took a short jumper which was
to bring the lead to three. However, an partially blocked by Middlebury and the
unexpected three pointer by Westfield ball went out of bounds. However, the
tied the game, 51-51. With ten seconds ref failed to see the block and returned
left on the clock, Shutte drove to the possession to Middlebury. The Bantams
hoop, getting double teamed on the fouled before the ball was thrown in.
wing. With no pass available and two Middlebury received two free throws
Westfield players in her face, Shutte because they were in the bonus. The
banked a phenomenal off-balance shot Panthers made the first and missed the
second, giving Middlebury a three-point
to win the game for Trinity (54-52).
On Friday night Trinity faced Will- lead. MacColl grabbed the rebound and
iams. The Bantams played a tough de- passed the ball to Kate Leonard'99. Howfensive game. Battling the Ephs on the ever, Leonard's shot would not fall; the
boards, they struggled offensively, shoot- game ended 58-61 Middlebury.
ing only 33% from thefloor. Keeping the
The Bantams whojust jumped into the
Bantams alive were MacColl (18 points; rankings last week at #7, may lose their
14 rebounds) and Sarah Martin '98 (12 spot in the North East Rankings this
points; 5 rebounds). However, Williams week. Only the top eight teams in the
managed to hold their lead throughout region will receive a bid for the NCAA
the second half to defeat the Bantams by tournament, so the Bantams look to
a score of 55-47, ending the Bantams battle back this week.
BY KATE LEONARD

Give Hartford A Sporting €hanee: Pdrt Deux
Bv FRED SCHONENBERG

Sports Editor

It's Wednesday night, Party Of Five is
a rerun and ESPN is showing that damn
Strong Man competition again. You want
entertainment but your wallet is still
hurting from the weekend. You don't
have the time to travel any long distances, you're yearning for convenience
and a good time.
Now, imagine the latest in hip hop
thumping in the background as former
Seton Hal! standout Adrian Griffin rocks
the rim with a thunderous slam.
Georgetown's explosive Victor Page lulls
former NBA journeyman Greg Grant to
sleep before breakin out a deadly crossover and jacking a three in Grant's eye.
UConn's Kevin OUie glides down the
court effortlessly raining j's from every
conceivable angle as Boston College's
Danya "A bf ams cleans the glass.

The Connecticut Pride of the CBA
(Continental Basketball Association)
play most of their games at the State Armory which is a three minute drive
down Broad Street. Ticket prices fluctuate and there are usually student deals.
At most you'll end up dropping 9 dollars
and the arena is so intimate that you'll
feel you're courtside no matter where
your seat. This way if you remember one
of the former collegiate superstars destroying your team a few years back you
can really heckle him. I'm sure Vic Page
regrets ever having scored against
UConn after the ridiculing he endured
this past Wednesday night.
The concessions are astasty as those
at The Garden and are far more reasonable. Beers are fresh from the Trout Brook
Brewery and are affordable. 'It's true that
this is the CBA and the shot clock may
break half way through the game and
the Scoreboard may scream out at random moments. The music plays during

Pride Roster
Players Who Have Played
For the Pride Throughout
The97-98 Season
RickBrunson
Kevin Ollie
Dan Cross
Adrian Griff in
Pete Freeman
Ira Bowman
TroyBrown
Kirk King
Reggie Freeman
Danya Abrarns
James Martin •
Greg Grant
Derrick Brown
Todd Lindeman
Julius Nwosu
Jonathan Edwards
John Kimbrell

RoggFs Garage:
Mark Fantone • Wayne Roggi
10% Discount to Trinity Students and Faculty with ID
Transportation Back & Forth-Towing Services
Foreign and Domestic Auto Repairs
Prompt Service
30 Years in the Area
We Work on Most Trinity College Vehicles
WeAre Reputable and Stand Behind Our Work
100% Guaranteed
671/2 Madison St.
(Off Broad Street)

247-3493

WWW.CTPR1DE.COM

free throws and there is more defense
played in Trinity'sUnit D. But the play is
exciting with scores always in the 100s
and a furious fast paced style meant to
entertain. The team is stacked with
former collegiate superstars including
Troy Brown of Providence and former 2time All-American honorable mention
Dan Cross of Florida. The squad plays
with a desparate and raw desire rare in
the professional athletics.
Every break in the action is filled with
some sort of entertainment. From the
fabulous1 Felines, who glide about the

court with moves worthy of the Laker
Girls to fan participation segments. At
half-time there were 60 area kids showing off their dribbling skills and their
solid fundamentals.
The head coach, Tyler Jones, is even a
Trinity graduate and Kevin Ollie frequently played pick up in Ray Oosting
before being called up to the NBA. In
short, the experience is one which is affordable, entertaining, and an extremely
relaxed alternative to a normal Trinity
evening. Call (860) 678-8156 for more
information.

'••<,
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Women's Track Overcomes 15 Men's Squash Rolls
with Wesleyan stuck on their
heels. Lukas handed the baton
off to Shearer who held off a late
surge by Wesleyan and went on
to capture second place with a
time of 1:54.
Shearer commented on her
team's performance saying, "It
was a great race. We ran decent
splits and I ran a little better
than previously, so I'm pleased."

BY YOLANDA
FLAMINO

Sports Writer

On Friday night the indoor
track team traveled to
Middletown to compete in the
Wesleyan Invitational. At this
meet, the women's team came in
second place. Wesleyan secured
the victory, but the Bantams
overcame approximately 15
other teams. This is encouraging for the team which, in past
years, has had difficulty with
team competition.
Senior Sonya Worthy was
pleased with this turn around.
She feels that, "It is great to come
in second at a relatively large invitational, but it's even better
considering this may not have
been possible in the past. It now
adds another dimension to
competition. We always tried
to defeat other teams, but now
it may be more of a focus and
source of encouragement."
Junior tri-captain Nicole
Hanley agreed, adding, "The
second place victory is even
nicer considering that a large
number.of the people on our
team competed in event other
than their normal or stronger
events. It's a nice display of the
Following this fine perforteam's versatility,"
......
The evening got off to a good mance was senior Elizabeth
start with the 4 x 200 relay, Worthy and Hanley in the 1500.
where sprinters Mia Antonetti, This race was a challenge for
Katherine Shearer, Ann Mary both of them as Worthy
Lukas, and Amanda Rival raced stepped down in distance and
with tenacity. Rival led off with Hanley increased her usual raca strong leg and was followed by ing distance. In a crowded field,
Antonetti. The team entered Hanley captured fourth in a
^
•"i3Tfc*tl*i#a4<*g*i ^second' plae€; * W ? f 5 d WSith

step behind in 5:08 (6th).
In the 500, Trinity captured
18 points from Lukas (1:22) and
Yolanda Flamino (1:24) as they
finished in first and second, respectively.
The team took first and
fourth place in the 1000. Worthy took fourth in a time of 3:18
and Flamino finished with a
time of 3:07.
Success continued on the
track with the 3000. The first
Trinity finisher was Kim
Mendell '99. She finished with
a time of 11:07 and took second
place with a late race kick.
A front runner for the entire
race was Thania Benios '99 who
was less than a second behind
Mendell as she took third place.
Sonya Worthy added further
depth to the race as she finished
in ninth with a time of 11:28.
A fabulous effort was contributed by junior tri-captain
Beth Doran as she won first
place in the weight throw. Her
winning throw, which added
ten points to the score, was
12.90m.
The evening came to a late
finish with the 4 x 800 relay.
The Bantams got off to a* quick
lead and maintained it the entire race, defeating the field by
over 100m, as they finished in
10:14. This relay was made up
of Worthy, Nicole Hanley,
Yolanda Flamind, and Lukas.
Overall, Lukas had a great night
as she contributed 30 of the
team's total points.
The team hopes to continue
this success when they travel to
compete in the Wheaton
' National this!5aturday7 '"*

continued from page 24
the players have worked hard to
get to this point." The victory
against Amherst was definitely
the highlight of the week for the
team.
The win over the Lord Jeffs
TRIXITY
virtually guarantees the Bantams a top three ranking at the
"AMHERST
National Championships at
Princeton on the weekend FebAddison West, and Zafrir Levy ruary 20th.
Its a real morale booster as
was just as impressive in his 30 win over Hayden Felice. they head into tough matches
Freshman Duncan Pearson gave against the likes of national ivythe Bantams a victory at the #6 league powers University of
slot against Jamie Ford, further Pennsylvania and Princeton
University.
demonstrating his promise.
Stephen Seelbach secured the
Their biggest match by far,
other Amherst Victory in a nail- however, will take place this
biter against Joe Pentland 3-2, Saturday at home against #1
but senior co-captain Jon Free- Harvard. It will be their last
man and another highly re- home match of the season, and
garded freshman, Josh Miller, it will also be an opportunity for
both stepped up their game to the Bantams to avenge their 5-4
post 3-0 victories.
loss to Harvard University last
Assaiante was thoroughly year at the National Championimpressed by his team's resolve ships.
The two teams are unquesin what was their most difficult
tionable the nation's most powmatch to date.
"We had a real challenge in erful squads, and the match will
facing a unified squad like demand national attention as
Amherst at their place, but each the two teams head into the
member of our team decided stretch runs of their seasons.
that they were going to grit it
"It hasn't been hard keeping
out. They earned this win, and up the excitement within the
it truly was a big one."
team this week," said Assaiante,
The Bantams followed the "but we're still getting ready for
victory up with wins over Wil- this match just like it was any
liams and Colby, with other. We know what we have
Assaiante's main focus on keep- to do, and we're all focused on
ing the momentum and focus of our final goal.
"Undoubtedly, this Trinity
the squad.
"We just had to keep the in- team has the ability to reach the
. tensity that we have jhrough_ .pinnacle of success tljpy fee) ,
this point in the season. All of they can achieve.
over Evan Khan.
Transfer Laurens Coetzee
posted a victory at the #4 position against highly touted

Trinity Sinks Wheaton In A Showdown At The Pool
\

BY KATIE KURZ

Sports Editor

TRINITY MEN
WHEATON MEN

TRINITY WOMEN

145

WHEATON WOMEN

U?

At a few minutes to 1:00 PM,
both teams gathered on opposite sides of the pool, like some
scene from a John Wayne
movie. Trinity and Wheaton
squared off as though it were
high noon. The cheers began.
It's a tradition that goes on before every meet. This week however the Bantams received a
little help. Seven caped gentlemen entered the arena marching to the beat of a different pot.
With both teams staring on in
amazement, they put on a show
of their own. With 'TRINITY'
painted on one side of their
nearly naked bodies and 'GO
MATTY' on the other, they per-,
formed one of the finest displays of spirit Ferris Athletic
Center has ever seen. . .
Shortly after the Senior Ap-,
preciation Ceremony and the
. first relays, the 'Speedo Squad'
paid a visit to the Women's Basketball game to polish up their,
court skilkas well. They were
last seen being chased out of
Ferris; Athletic Director Rick '
Hazelton just steps behind. But
the newest caped crusaders had
completed their mission, helping to bring the swimmers their

TARAHANLON

Brad Albus '00 pikes into the
water against Wheaton.

best victory of the season,
The tone was set for this exciting match-up and the last ;home meet of this-season. The
team is in the midst of taper, the
final part of the season where
after building up endurance
and speed development for
months, the team focuses on the .
finer details of a race. Total
yardage drops dramatically and
each set swum has an even more.
specific purpose. The taper pro-,
cess gears them toward their final, meet at which point,
swimmers will shave their .bodies., Shaving is 25%physical and
75%mentalpreparation. "It'sa .
' ritual," cornmentscaptain Matt
Heller'98,,"for taper; to. be successful, swimmers must be
committed 100% both physi-

TARA HANLON

AshleighBischoff'98
plunges head over heals.

cally and mentally to the process."
,
Coach Amy Williams continued by saying, "anything
goes during taper. People can
swim their best or their worst
during the middle of taper. The
team decided which way this
meet would go for them. They
put their minds to it and swam
fast." As a result, she said, "this
was the best showing that
many of the swimmers have
had this year." .
;
Throughput the men and
women's teams, individuals
showed their, best efforts this
past Saturday. RyanVasquez'99 •
finished first in the 100 free
with,his personal best time.
Unfortunately he came-frsc-*
tions away from making the

NewEnglandscut. Sara Michel
'98 also did her lifetime best in
the 100 free.
Allison Lanzetta '99 came
through with a strong 500 free
arid performed her lifetime best
in the 200 fly.
' ""•'"• '
Distance training partners
Wallie Moran. '00 and Jenny
Benjamin '01 both achieved
their personal bests in the 1000
f r e e .

•. •

•

;•,. .• -'•: •••• - • • - ' -

Katie Modzelewski '99 and
Nate Folkemer '01 dropped serious time in the 200 breast;
Luigi Dessy '@O had.-a Strong
performance in the 100- free. •
Heller swam personal bests
in the 100 free and the 100
breaststroke. Stu Howell'98 received'his lifetime1 besrirt the
100 fly.

It was a day for relays. For the
men, the 400 free and medley
relays took first place. Sophomores Mike Gorman, Ryan
Young, AndrewLovig and Matt
Ruggles formed the 400 medley
relay and placed the best time of
the season. The women's (HM)
400 free medley set a new pool
record and took first. "The HM
relay of the unstoppable Emily
Polito'00, Carrie Rorer'00,Cory
Bernard '01 and co-captain Ali
McBride '98 is gearing up to
break the varsity record at New
Englands," commented Heller.
Sophomore supersprinter
Rorer placed first in the 50 free,
beating her best time again.
On the boards, Ashleigh
Bischoff '98 and Awesome Katie
Bryant '01 took first and second
places respectively on the one
and three meter boards. .
It was a bittersweet victory
for Brad Boogie Nights Albus '00,
who after transferring from
Wheaton this past semester,
captured first on both the one
and three meter boards. "Brad's
outstanding
performance
; played, a huge part in our close
win over Wheaton. He is already an integral member of
. our squad," remarked Heller.
The Bantams travel to Maine'
on Friday for their last meet of
the season against Bates and
•ConnecticutCollege. "Thiswill
be like a championship meet.
There is a lot on the line for everyone! Over 60%of the team is
taperirig and1 shaving for this
meet The tearfipWill be putting
on the final touches on their
swims this week. We can't hold
anything in our backpockets for
thisane," concluded CoachWil-"'
Hams.
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Hockey Bantams Brawl As Hockey Camels Crawl
BY JAMES CAUAGHAN

Sports Writer

There are games, and then
there are battles. On Friday
night the Trinity men's ice
hockey team was engaged in
, both. The team came out on top
in both score and fisticuffs.
Coming into the weekend the
Bantams were reeling. Consecutive losses the previous
- weekend had dimmed playoff
hopes and spirits. The prospect
of facing ECAC leader Connecticut College appeared to be
a daunting task. Not only was
Connecticut in first place, they
had also beaten three time defending national champion
Middlebury, a team that had
jackhammered Trinity a week
ago.
The first eight minutes were
a disaster for the Bantams.
Within a one minute span the
Camels pumped in two goals.
At that point the Bantams had
been outscored 13-1 in their last
130 minutes of hockey.
Ahead 2-0, the Camels
seemed to be coasting. With
less than two minutes to play in
the first period, the Bantams put
a point on the board. Joe
Roberto '98 went five hole (between the goalie's legs) off feeds
from Mike Burns '98 and James
Devine '99. The period ended
with the score 2-1.
In the second period Trinity
scored five goals. The Bantam
power play was,o|| fireall night,
scoring five times ori fv/elve
penalty opportunities.
Only twenty-one seconds
into the second period Ryan
Southard '00 scored off a rebound. Dave Kleiner '01 and

KYRASKV1R

Bantams face off against Connecticut
College prior to the royal rumble,

Dan Lyons '00 registered assists
on the play. From that point the
scoring attack exploded. Both
Trinity and Connecticut spent
considerable time manning the
penalty box. One fiery Bantam
was penalized, and then received a game disqualification
for sending a few choice words
at the referee.
Less than a minute after
Southard's goal, Trinity took
their first lead in almost two
weeks as Terry Long '98 went
five hole on a power play.
Southard got in on the scoring
again with ah assist.
Although Trinity was playing well, and Connecticut continually found themselves
down a man, they did tie the
score. At the 11:00 minute mark,.

Connecticut forward Jamie
Keough put the Camels back
even with the Bantams. Yet, it
was to be Trinity's night as they
came right back only four minutes later.
At the 15:00 minute mark of
the second, forward Mike Burns
'98 found himself in a familiar
position, leading an odd man
rush with Roberto and Devine.
Burns' goal put Trinity ahead for
good, but not easily.
With, a 4-3 lead Trinity scored
two more in the second period.
Devine scored his first goal and
"His game leading third point oF
the night. David Moore'99 gave
Devine the dish. Only a minute
after Devine's goal, crowd favorite Mikko Auyinen '00 scored
the game's prettiest goal on an

assist from Terry Long.
Starting the third period Trinity held a 6-3 lead. With goalie
Jeff Blair '99 playing well (41
saves), the Bantams seemed to
be ready to pick up their biggest
win of the year.
Connecticut's comeback was
impressive, scoring two goals in
the third, but the fireworks really began when the final
buzzer sounded. .
After fending off the Camels'
comeback attempt, the Bantams headed out onto the ice to
celebrate their 6-5 win.
For some unknown reason
right after the final buzzer, a
particularly distraught Camel
took out his frustrations on
Trinity defenseman Boo Burns
'00. The Camel swung his stick

and struck Burns in the chest.
Considering the entire Trinity team was already on the ice,
the Camel's decision was not
wise. The Bantams showed
why they are hockey players
and retaliated soundly.
Various Bantams squared off
with Camels, but Connecticut
was sorely outmanned. The referees broke up the melee, and
Trinity skated off to a well deserved ovation.
After the stirring victory on
Friday night, Trinity took on the
Crusaders of Holy Cross. The
Bantams could not match the
intensity, nor the goal output of
the previous night.
The Bantams did not have a
lead the entire night. After one
period, the Crusaders were up 10. Trinity tied the game with a
goal by Auvinen on an assist
from Michael Schulz '98.
For a spell, the Bantams
seemed ready to repeat the previous night's second period outburst, but it was not to be.
Holy Cross took the lead for
good on a goal late in the second
period. Leading 2-1 at the start
of the third, Holy Cross put
what would become a much
needed insurance goal behind
Blair.
Trinity attempted a furious
comeback, highlighted by a late
goal by Ryan Southard, assisted
by Long and Schulz, but Trinity
could not knock in the final
equalizer.
The weekend leaves the Bantams with a 7-9-1 mark overall,
and a 5-7-1 record in the ECAC
East.
This weekend the Bantams
travel to Amherst on Friday, and
Massachusetts College on Saturday.

Bantam Wrestling Proves To Be Grappling Gurus
BY JASON GABRUELE
Sports Writer

The Trinity College Wrestling teams of the past have
been plagued with losing seasons. It's not that these wrestlers
were so terrible (Trinity boasts
five individual All American
titles) rather there has never
been a full wrestling team here
at Trinity.
That was the past! The hard
work of assistant coach Brian
Reardon along with the aid of
head coach Sebastian Amato,
has paid off with increased
numbers. Two years ago only
seven wrestlers populated a
seemingly huge wrestling
'. room. Today, 16 ferocious winhungry Bantams battle for an
open space in that same constricting room. Increased numbers and hard work has finally
given Trinity wrestling an honorable name amongst the New
England competition.
On Saturday, January 24,
1998. the Bantams acquired
wins number seven and eight at
MIT in Cambridge, MA. MIT
proved no match for our grappling gurus. Freshman phenom
Mike Marcucib (118) won a tight
contest (4-3) over Ivan Aguvo to
start the' day- Keeping the momentum going, Riad de Freita's
'01 (134) and Oliver Page '01
(150) spanked their opponents
to give Trinity a 28-0 lead over
the struggling Beavers. Captain
Raymond Jones '9.8' (177) and

"The Giant Killer" Peter Marino
'98 (275) buttered the bread by
dominating their foes. When all
was said and done the Bantams
sat victoriously on top 35-7.
The Bantams quickly pulled
themselves together after a
tough loss to Williams and
posted another significant win
over WPL Again, Marcucio (118)
set the tempo by scolding Nick
Macsata 11-2. "It's great to have
tough guys in thelighter weight
classes," said assistant coach
Brian Reardon. "When we, win
that first match it really builds
a momentum that keeps everybody going. It's about time we
can get out on top and not have
to let our 'big guys' do all the
work." Dan Hughes (126)
wrestled well in a nail-biting
bash with Rob Polin of WPI.
Hughes took an early7-5 lead,
but Polin got the better of
Hughes scoring 4 points late in
the third period. After Hughes'
loss, the intense Bantam machine was still on top 4-3, but
WPI wasn't ready to submit.
. WPI's Aaron Becker got the best
of Riad de Freitas' attempt, de
Freitas wrestled honorably but
hewas caught in a detrimental
move that put him to his back.
WPI gained the lead but the
overpowering Bants quickly
snatched it back at the hands of
Oliver Page'01 (150). WPI never
again gained control of the
match. Eric Gibson '01 (158) and
Steve Mulvihill'01 (190) embarrassed their opponents and put
Trinity on top for good

(Mulvihill is currently ranked
fourth in New England above
Captain Jason Gabriele'99).
The best match of the day,
however, came from Senior Captain Raymond Jones (167).
WPI's Lance Baden is ranked
second in the nation, but you
would never know it if you had
watched the war between Jones
and the so highly thought of
Baden. Jones dominated Baden
until a destructive slip brought
Jones to his back. Baden was
ahead 9-4 when Jones unleashed an explosive comeback
taking down the nationally
ranked Baden with unequivocal
ease (3 times). With 18 seconds
on the clock Jones would need
two more take downs in order to
win. And when the final seconds counted down Baden
would prove worthy of his title.
Jones fell 8-11, but the final period of the match demonstrated
that Jones is highly capable of
shattering Baden's dream at the
New England and National
tournaments. The Bantams
won their second match of the
day registering a 29-18 victory
over WPI; the first time in
twenty-two years the wrestling
team has beaten WPI. With
these two wins, Trinity wrestling has shocked New England, and proved to be no f look.
On January 31, the Bantams
traveled to New York City to
prove three more times that
Trinity College wrestling is legit. The University of.Chicago,
New York University, and Case

Western all fell prey to the voracious Trinity platoon by the
respective scores of (31-17), (3022), and (31-20). Everyone
wrestled well.
With three weeks to go in the
season, the Bantams have al-

ready secured a winning season.
That would be the first winning
season in the program's twentytwo year history. The Bantams
will wrestle the Coast Guard
Academy at home on Thursday
night in unit D at 6:00pm.

WOMEN'S ICE HOCKEY
ON SATURDAY JANUARY 31:
TRINITY GOAL SCORERS TRISH MAUNOWSKI'99
ON SUNDAY FEBRUARY 1:
TRINITY GOAL SCORERS : MANDY LYDON '00 AND 1

INBINCH' I 00

SAVES : SHANNA HENDERSON WITH 78

Intramural Results
BASKETBALL: WEEK #1
Undecided 43, Liveside 26
Tiny's Big Package 46, Free Spree 36

• Pink Tocos 41, TinacrowD 33
Metro Manhandlers 64, Duffer IS
Shooting'Starz 59, Private Parts 15,
Private Parts 22, Duffers 21
Dirty Sanchez 60, Frobb 54
A Hied Ganja Squad 54, Prime Time 29
Royal Caribbean 45, Metro Manhandlers 41
Shooting Starz 54, Free Spree 48

TUE

FRI

THU

WED

MEN'S
BASKETBALL

CLARK
8:00 pm

HAMILTON
7:30 pm

WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL

COAST GUARD
6:00 pm

at Hamilton
7:30 pm

WRESTLING

RIVER
7:30 pm
at Clark
2:00 pm

INDOOR
TRACK

at Smith
10:00 am

SWIMMING

at Bates
1:00 pm
at Amherst
7:00 pm

at Mass. College
4:30 pm

MEN'S
SQUASH

HARVARD:
2:00 pm

WOMEN'S
SQUASH

HARVARD
12:00 noon

NBA Slam Dunk Trivia
i

MON

PLYMOUTH STATE
1:00 pm

COAST GUARD
6:00 pm

MEN'S ICE
HOCKEY

SUN

SAT

m

i n

Next weekend's NBA All-Star game will be
missing th slam-dunk contest for the first
time in recent memory. Emotionally scarred
the Tripod hopes to make amends with this
all slam-dunk champions edition of Tripod
Trivia. Be the first to answer all 5 questions
correctly and win a 6 pack of Bud.
1. This former USG Trojan brought the Heat with his hi£h-flyin"
routine and proved he was worthy of his "Baby Jordan" moniker.
2. The^Human Highlight Film" brought his monstrous dunks to
Chicago where he lost to somebody wearing number 23. Yet r thls
Hawk redeemed himself with Dunking victories in 1988 and 1890.
3. This Sultan of Slam won the dunk contest in 1984 as a Phoenix
Sun.
4. This 8"7' Atlanta Hawk astounded the Slam Dunk crowd In 1988
when he displayed his outrageous hops.
8. This former Hew YorkKnick threw down thunderous jams to
win in 1989 before disappearing into relative obscurity.

Captains In The Spqtlight
Men and Women's Swimming
Name Matt Heller
... ' ..'..•
Hometown: Brockton, Mass.
High School: Thayer Academy
Major Political Science/ International Studies
Stroke: Breaststroke ' ,
,

Name: Jen Moore
Hometown: Harleysville, PA
High School: Germantown Academy
Major Chemistry
Stroke: Backstroke

:.

Notables:

*Voice of Inspiration for the team
*Determined to bring out the best
in every swimmer

Quotables:

"Best breast on the team!"
-Jenny and Ali

Name Ali McBride /
Hometown: Southington, CT
High School: South ington High School
:
Major: Psychology .
Stroke: Freestyle
, ,:
.
.

:

:

Notables:

*True leader in and out of the water
*Always ready to get people up and going

Notables:
/
'

* Ready to swim any event
* Off the block with fists in the air

Quotables:

"Nobody's better than Jenny on her back!"
-Matty

Quotables:

"Don't mess with this broad!"
-Matty and Jenny

,
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Men's Squash Crushes Elite Women Squashin'
BY AMANDA TUCKER

Sports Writer

The Trinity Women's Squash
team was ranked sixth in the
country in Division I before
they met the #7 team from
Williamstown, Massachusetts
this past weekend.

/WILLIAMS:

TRINITY
WESLEYAN

Senior captain Jon Freeman prepares to return a
blast from his Brown opponent yesterday.
nation's premier players.
K
BY STARK TOWNSEND
Amherst's David McNeely and
Sports Writer
Kevin Orphan are amongst the
best in the US, as are Trinity's
It was a battle of two of the Marcus Cowie, Preston Quick,
nation's elite squash programs and Charlie Saunders are part of
this past Thursday at Amherst, that lofty group as well. Comas #2 Trinity butted heads with ing into the Thursday match,
#3 Amherst. The Lord Jeffs the stage was set for a tremenwere the second top 5 team the dous showdown,
Bantams have played over the
H.aving suffered a tovigh loss
past week, )a"adjTxi'nity did not to "Yale earUeWln the season, Amherst had a great deal to
match just as they had against prove, against the rival Ban#5 Franklin and Marshall. The tams. "It was like walking into
Bantams defeated Amherst 7-2, a hornet's nest," said Head
further distancing themselves Coach Paul Assaiante about the
from the rest of the nation, ex- atmosphere at Amherst. "They •
cluding #1 Harvard. It was a have an extremely talented
match featuring some of the team, and it was obvious that

they were really ready tp play
us." Assaiante's squad did not
disappoint, as they made their
own statement to the rest of the
nation's teams. Defending National Singles Champion Cowie
was beaten in his match against
Amherst's #1 David McNeely in
a grueling clash of two of the
nation's finest. That would be
one of only two losses on the
day for Trinity however, as the
squad picked up the intensity in
the face of Amherst's determination. #2 Quick won in a
marathon 3-2 match with
Kevin Orphan which lasted
over two hours, and Saunders
won his match by a score of 3-2
See Squash on page 21

The team thought that their
match would be a much harder
fought one, but surprised themselves by only dropping two
games in thirteen matches.
Freshman Janine Thompson
(#1) and sophomore Gail Davie
(#2) both won their matches
easily by the score of 3-0. The
rest of the Bantams followed
suit with junior co-captain
Paige Vollmer (#3), senior
Serena Carbonell (#4), junior
Betsy Paluck (#5), and sophomore Randy DePree (#6) all
winning their matches against
their Williams opponents by
identical scores of 3-0.
The two games that were
dropped were when junior Sarah Burbank (#7) and senior cocaptain Amanda Tucker (#8)

lost their first games, before
coming back to win the next
three. Sophomore Priscilla
Farnum (#9), sophomore Jen
Death (#10), sophomore Nicole
Hanley (#11), freshman Sarah
Greenwood (#12), and freshman Abby Dorman (#13) also
all won by the score of 3-0, giving Trinity their decisive win
13-0 over an outmatched Williams team.
Earlier the team traveled to
Wesleyan to play on the narrow
courts in what amounted to
very quick matches for Trinity.
The team did not even take their
top two players, allowing everyone on the ladder to play.
In the 33 individual games
that were played, Trinity players
allowed less then twenty points
to be scored. Several players, including DePree and Tucker did
not allow their opponent a
single point.
With the two big wins, the
team increased their record to 92 and will face tough teams this
week when Brown University
and Harvard University come
to visit. Brown is ranked #8 and
Harvard is #1.
The team would like to thank
all of their die-hard fans and
ftdpe tMf even more loyal Bantams will come dowri to Ferris
Athletic Center this Saturday at
noon and watch the team take
on the Crimson from Harvajd»i"I"J""*"
University.
••• -""""'
The match should be the best
of the season.

Men's Basketball Back In The National Title Hunt
BY JOSH GOLDFINE

Senior Editor

Having rolled to an 8-0 start
to begin the season, the Trinity
College Men's Basketball team
thought that everything would
be easy.
TRI\'ITY
WILLIAMS

.«**..

That is, until Springfield College came into Ray Oosting
Gymnasium on January 15 and
handed the Bantams their first
loss of the season. After a tough
loss at Amherst and a win over
Suffolk, the Bantams were
poised this week to prove that
they belonged'atop the National
Division III polls. If there was
any doubt about this going into
the weekend, the Bantams dispelled that, with a huge win at
arch-rival Williams on Friday
night and a blowout victory at
Middlebury on Saturday.
Williams is a school which,
by name alone, draws the ire of
Bantam fans. Sure, Wesleyan
remains Trinity's true "rival."
But, with Wesleyan athletics'in
decline in recent years, it has
been Williams which has
emerged as the Bantams' most
hated NESCAC foe. On Friday
evening in Williamstown, MA,
before 1,000 Williams fans, the

Bantams had their crack at their
greatest rival.
The contest began well for the
Bantams, who played well in the
first twenty minutes opening
up a 42-38 half time lead. "We
played really great in the first
half," said forward Jason Levin
'99, who led the Bantams with
19 points. "I think we really surprised them, coming in and
playing like we did from the
start." The Bantams, who had
shot the ball horrendously
since returning from the winter
break, suddenly found their
jumpers again, nailing nearly
60% of their first-half attempts.
In the second half, though,
the tide began to turn toward
the hosts. The Bantams, who
shot just 35% in the second
stanza, saw Williams come
back and go up by four points
with about three minutes to
play. From there, it was a true
test of how badly the Bantams
wanted to prove hey are indeed
a top-notch club. "Those last
few minutes we played great,"
said an elated Coach Ogrodnick.
"Our guys really dug down and
played tough." Indeed, the Bantams showed that they are certainly a much different team
than the one which lost to
Springfield two weeks ago. This
time, it was Trinity which came
out on top, but not without a final scare. With less than five
seconds left, the Bantams

needed two clutch free throws
from Levin to win it 73-68.
"Those were huge," said
Ogrodnick. "It was a great game. .
I had a bunch of people come up
to me afterwards and tell me it
was the best game they'd seen
[at Williams] in a while."
Coming off the big victory on
Friday night, the Bantams travelled to Middlebury for a Saturday matinee against the
Panthers. The Bantams controlled the game from the start,
pulling out to a 39-29 half time
lead en route to a 90-72 win.
Levin paced the Bantams with
17 points while sophomore forward Rory Neal, in his first
weekend back after an injury,
added eight points and a gamehigh ten rebounds.
The weekend improved the
Bantams to 12-2, their best
record since the magical Final
Four season of '94-'95. Things
will not get much easier for the
Bantams this week, as both
Clark and Hamilton invade
Hartford. "Those are two very
good
teams,"
warned
Ogrodnick, "We can't get overconfident now. We've still got
nine games to play." The Bantams do have one big advantage
as they head into the season's
home stretch: seven of the final
nine games will be at home.
"Tha t is big," says the Coach. "It's
all up to us. It's in our hands Kevin Bednar '99 skies for a rebound in a
now."

•-':>•''

previous game against Springfield.
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